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SECTION 4 – DEMAND/CAPACITY ANALYSIS
AND FACILITY REQUIREMENTS
This Section compares the projected demand and the existing capacity for the major elements of the
Airport and establishes the facility requirements needed to bridge the gap between the existing
capacity and future demand over the planning period. Existing capacity is estimated from the
available facilities as documented in Section 2 – Inventory of Existing Conditions while the future
demand is based on the activity projections contained in Section 3 - Forecast of Aviation Activity.
The findings presented in this section will form the foundation for the development and evaluation of
concepts, the next step in the planning process.
The demand/capacity analysis helps determine the timing and degree to which additional or
expanded facilities will be needed throughout the planning period. It is important to note that when
and how the Airport’s facility needs are addressed is a matter of Airport policy, and is contingent
upon environmental and financial justification.
Demand/capacity analyses were performed and facility requirements were developed based on
various development triggers, such as demand, operational efficiency, facility condition, and
customer service. Analyses and facility requirements were established for the baseline year (2005)
and for the forecast years of 2010, 2015, 2020 and 2025.1 For organizational purposes, this
information is presented for the following major functional elements at DTW:
¾
¾
¾
¾
¾

Airfield Facilities
Terminal Facilities
Surface Transportation Facilities
Support Facilities
Utility Infrastructure

It should be noted that prior to this study there were a number of significant events that impacted
both demand and capacity of the major functional elements of the Airport. The events of September
11, 2001 and the rise of terrorism concerns, the SARS epidemic, and the war in Iraq all had a
dampening affect on demand for air travel since 2000. During this time, WCAA commissioned their
fourth parallel runway, Runway 4R-22L, opened the McNamara Terminal, expanded the McNamara
Terminal, and began construction on the new North Terminal which is scheduled to open in 2008.
As such, WCAA recognized that the need for additional airfield and terminal facilities would not be
imminent. Therefore, detailed simulation analysis of the major functional elements was deemed to
be unnecessary as part of the Master Plan. For master planning purposes, facility requirement
decisions are based on a combination of FAA accepted guidelines and planning principals.

1

The base year for this study is 2005, as it is the most recent year with full operations and enplanement data at the
time this study was commissioned.
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4.1

Airfield Facilities

The airfield represents the most land intensive element of the Airport. The most critical aspect of
this section is airfield capacity. Other aspects considered as part of this section include runway
length requirements, taxiway and apron flow, remote aircraft deicing pads, navigational aids, and
airfield design standards.
When considering airfield facilities, several key criteria were taken into account, including:
¾ Minimizing airside and airspace congestion and delays through procedural efficiency and
enhanced navigational aids
¾ Evaluating the need, timing and viability of future development through appropriate
environmental review
¾ Preserving adequate land for airfield facilities to ensure the long-term goals of the airport and
region can be accommodated.
The following sections describe the estimated demand and future facility requirements for airfield
facilities at DTW.

4.1.1

Airfield Capacity

For large commercial airline hub airports, airfield capacity is typically defined as the number of peak
period aircraft operations that the airfield facilities can accommodate. When airport demand
approaches capacity, even for periods within the peak hour, delays occur. As demand increases,
delays typically increase exponentially (see Figure 1). For this reason, it is important for the Master
Plan to recognize and address the potential need for additional airfield facilities as demand
approaches capacity.

Figure 1: Average Aircraft Delay vs., Average Demand2

Robert Horonjeff and Francis X. McKelvey, Planning & Design of Airports, Fourth Edition (New York: McGrawHill, Inc., 1994), p. 300.
2
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The calculation of airfield capacity and delay is essential in evaluating the ability of the existing
airfield to effectively serve current and future activity levels. However, without detailed simulation
modeling, accurate delay data can be difficult to estimate. As indicated previously, because the need
for additional capacity is not imminent, detailed simulation modeling was not employed for this
study. Rather, three capacity estimating methodologies were considered. They were the FAA’s
Airport Capacity Model software, The FAA Annual Service Volume (ASV) calculations, and air
traffic control (ATC) runway throughput rates.
The FAA’s Airport Capacity Model software was not useful because the model could not compute
delays beyond 2010 as the demand was considered to be beyond the model’s theoretical capacity for
the Airport at that point. Therefore this methodology was dismissed. The ASV calculation, which is
used as a gross measure of an airport’s operating capacity, does provide an estimate for peak hour
operations. However, the ASV calculation indicated that the airfield is currently at capacity which is
not believed to be accurate. Therefore, this methodology was also dismissed.
Finally, typical ATC runway throughput rates were used to estimate hourly runway capacity in
various operating conditions. Hourly runway capacity is defined as the number of aircraft operations
that can usually be accommodated by the existing airfield over a period of one hour. Given the
complex nature of large commercial airline hub airport operations, the Master Plan relied on ATC
input as stated in their memorandum regarding defined throughput rates for hourly airfield capacity3.
This information is depicted for both VFR and IFR conditions on Exhibits 4.1-1 and 4.1-2.
Within the next few years, the FAA is expected to implement a new Precision Runway Monitor
(PRM) that will enable triple independent precision operations during IFR conditions on the existing
runway. This will effectively increase IFR arrival capacity as indicated on Exhibit 4.1-3.
Table 4.1-1 summarizes the typical hourly capacities of the existing airfield during VFR and IFR
conditions as well as the future IFR capacity with the planned PRM enhancement. This information
is provided for both arrival and departure peaks as they have different operating configurations
associated with these peaks.

Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) Traffic Management Office, DTW Operating Configurations
Memorandum, May 2006 (See Master Plan Supporting Information).
3
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Table 4.1-1 Hourly Runway Capacity – ATCT Throughput Rates
Capacity (Arrivals Peak)
Demand Year
2005
2010
2015
2020
2025

Hourly VFR Hourly IFR
Capacity1/
Capacity2/
163
163
163
163
163

120-145
120-145
120-145
120-145
120-145

Capacity(Departures Peak)

Future Hourly
Hourly VFR
IFR Capacity
Capacity1/
(w/PRM) 3/
138-163
138-163
138-163
138-163
138-163

182
182
182
182
182

Hourly IFR
Capacity2/

Future Hourly
IFR Capacity
(w/PRM) 3/

155-180
155-180
155-180
155-180
155-180

157-182
157-182
157-182
157-182
157-182

Source: Jacobsen/Daniels Associates
1/ Derived from the FAA Traffic Management Office, DTW Operating Configurations Memorandum, May 2006 and conversations with ATC
personnel. Assumes 36 arrivals per hour for Runways 4R-22L, 4L-22R and 3R-21L and 55 operations per departure runway for Runways 3L21R 4R-22L. Note: Runway 4R-22L can be used as an arrival runway or a departure runway.
2/ Assumes 36 arrivals per hour using Runway 3R-21L and a combined 54 arrivals per hour for staggered operations on Runways 4R-22L and
4L-22R and an average of 45 departures per hour on Runway 3L-21R and 55 arrivals per hour on Runway 4R-22L. Note: Runway 4R-22L can
be used as an arrival runway or a departure runway.
3/ Assumes 36 arrivals per hour for Runways 4R-22L, 4L-22R and 3R-21L and an average of 45 departures per hour for Runway 3L-21R and
55 departures per hour for Runway 4R-22L. Note: Runway 4R-22L can be used as an arrival runway or a departure runway.
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While the typical hourly throughput capacity is based primarily on the number of runways, several
factors can influence the capacity of the airfield, including wind and weather, aircraft fleet mix,
runway exits and taxiways, and runway separations and operating configurations. These factors are
described below.

4.1.1.1

Wind and Weather Conditions

The air traffic control procedures and runway operating configurations are dictated by the wind and
weather conditions. During visual meteorological conditions (VMC), visual flight rules (VFR) are in
effect. In VFR, aircraft lateral separation requirements are typically at the minimum allowable for
safe operation of the aircraft. As such, airfield capacity is typically the highest during VFR
conditions. During instrument meteorological conditions (IMC), instrument flight rules (IFR) are in
effect. In IFR, the requirement for lateral separation between aircraft is greater than during VFR
conditions. Certain runway operating configurations that can safely be used for triple simultaneous
arrivals during VFR conditions cannot safely be used for during IFR conditions. As a result, airfield
capacity is reduced during IFR conditions.
Table 4.1-2 presents several ATC subcategories of visual meteorological conditions which are
grouped by these cloud ceiling and visibility conditions. The annual occurrence of each of these
weather conditions at DTW is also indicated. Category “A” is the condition in which the ATC
operates in VFR, and when conditions reach those described in Category “B, C or D”, the ATC
operates in IFR. Based on the annual occurrence percentages, DTW operates in IFR conditions about
33% of the time. Because IFR conditions occur so frequently at DTW, and because airfield capacity
is generally reduced during IFR conditions, IFR capacity represents the critical airfield capacity for
the Airport. Once demand exceeds the IFR capacity of the Airport, significant delays will occur.
Table 4.1-2 Annual Occurrence of Weather Categories – ATCT Weather Categories
Category
A
B
C
D

Ceiling
> 5,000'
< 5000’ ≥ 500'
< 500’ ≥ 200'
< 200'

Visibility
≥ 5 miles
≤ 5 miles ≥ 1.5 miles
< 1.5 miles ≥ 0.5 miles
< 0.5 miles

Annual Occurrence
67%
30%
2%
< 1%

Source: NOAA National Climatic Data Center (NCDC), National Weather Service hourly surface observations, 10-year averaged data (19952004), Station #72537

The average arrival and departure capacities for each runway can vary slightly during each of these
visual meteorological conditions. However, for planning purposes, the Master Plan has assumed the
average arrival capacity is 36 aircraft per hour per runway and the average departure capacity is 55
aircraft per hour per runway. These actual arrival and departure rates may increase or decrease
slightly depending on several factors, including visual meteorological conditions.

4.1.1.2

Aircraft Fleet Mix

Airfield capacity is also dependent on the aircraft fleet mix or the types of aircraft operating at the
Airport. Because larger aircraft have generally faster approach speeds and create a larger wake
vortex behind them, they often require greater separation (i.e. in-trail spacing) when followed by a
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smaller aircraft. The greater the separation between aircraft, the fewer operations can occur in an
hour. As a result, the less homogeneous the fleet mix at the Airport, the less capacity exists because
the more in-trail spacing is required between aircraft.
For the purpose of analyzing fleet mix, aircraft are grouped into three categories based on maximum
certificated take-off weight, Small, Large, and Heavy. The resulting fleet mix for DTW is shown in
Table 4 .1-3. The fleet mix is refined into a Mix Index (MI), which is a weighted percentage of
aircraft using the Airport with a maximum takeoff weight greater than 41,000 pounds. The index is
derived using the following equation:
MI = C + 3D

In the formula, “C” and “D” represent the percentage of those aircraft type using the Airport.
Aircraft categories are defined in Table 4.1-4 for reference. The Mix Index increases as the
percentage of large and heavy aircraft using the Airport increases. In general, airfield capacity
decreases with an increase in the Mix Index as more separation is typically required between aircraft.
Table 4.1-3 Aircraft Fleet Mix by Aircraft Category – Commercial Aircraft Operations
Annual Aircraft Operations
Existing
Projected
Aircraft Approach Category
2005
2010
2015
2020
2025
Small (<41,000 pounds)
68,396 13% 85,831 15% 6,672
1%
7,484 1% 8,296 1%
Large (41,000-255,000 pounds) 403,740 78% 457,769 77% 596,153 91% 656,507 91% 723,541 91%
Heavy (255,000 pounds and
above)
44,672 9% 47,886 8% 51,859 8% 55,661 8% 59,463 8%
516,808 100% 591,486 100% 654,684 100% 719,652 100% 791,300 100%

Total Operations

*Based on DTW Forecasts. Fleet mix accounts for Commercial traffic only.
Source: CH2M HILL, 2006

Table 4.1-4 Aircraft Classification
Aircraft
Classification

Takeoff weight
(pounds)

Type of Aircraft

Typical
Approach
Speed (Knots)

41,000 or less
A

Small

Small single-engine propeller aircraft

95

Small twin-engine aircraft
Large aircraft such as MD-80, B737, A 320
Heavy aircraft such as B-747, B-767, B0757, B777

120
130

41,000 or less
B
C

41,000 – 255,000

Small
Large

D

255,000 or greater

Heavy

150

Source: FAA Advisory Circular 150/5060-5, Airport Capacity and Delay

The fleet mix at DTW is projected to change notably in 2015 when the percentage of small aircraft is
reduced by 14 percent and the percentage of large aircraft is increased by 14 percent. This is
attributable to anticipated replacement of the Saab 340B turboprop aircraft with the CRJ-200 aircraft
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for Northwest Airlines’ commuter affiliate. As a result, it is anticipated that the typical hourly
throughput capacity could go down slightly as more aircraft will require additional in-trail spacing
because of the wake vortex of the larger aircraft.

4.1.1.3

Runway Separations and Operating Configurations

DTW currently has six runways; four north-south oriented parallel primary runways and two eastwest oriented parallel crosswind runways4. The existing airfield configuration and separations are
shown in Exhibit 4.1-4.
Because Runways 3L-21R and 3R-21L are less than 2,500 feet apart, their operations must be
coordinated. During VFR conditions, this coordination is relatively simple and there is no impact to
the airfield throughput capacity. However, in IFR conditions the coordination becomes more
difficult and departure capacity decreases. Depending on the visibility minimums, departure capacity
on Runway 3L-21R could be reduced by as much as 50%.
Pursuant to discussions with ATCT personnel in May 2006, and as described in the DTW Operating
Configurations memorandum,5 the Airport operates in a south flow configuration approximately 70
percent of the time and a north flow configuration approximately 28 percent of the time. These are
considered the primary operating configurations. Both of these configurations use the two outboard
runways for arrivals and the two inboard runways for departures. ATC prefers this operating
configuration because it allows them to sequence aircraft that have landed across departure runways
which is more efficient than sequencing departing aircraft across arrival runways. ATC is able to
hold departing aircraft to create gaps in order to accommodate runway crossings but cannot hold
arriving aircraft. It also enables the unrestricted use of perimeter taxiways because departure
clearance surfaces are less stringent than arrival clearance surfaces. Perimeter taxiways are critical to
safety and operational efficiency because they ATC to completely avoid runway crossings thereby
eliminating the potential for aircraft incursions. Finally, significant investment has been made to
support this operating configuration in the form of existing taxiways and deicing pads.
During VFR operations, Runway 4R-22L may also be used as a third arrival runway. By 2009, it is
expected that the Airport will be able to operate triple simultaneous approaches during IFR with the
anticipated addition of a Precision Runway Monitor (PRM). This will provide DTW with the ability
to increase arrival capacity, when needed, in all weather conditions.
The crosswind runways are only utilized when required by winds from the west, which is historically
less than 2 percent of the time. During these conditions, three different configurations are used: a
west flow, strong-winds west flow, and a southwest flow. In west flow, the two crosswind runways
are used for arrivals, and Runway 22R is used for departures. During strong westerly winds, Runway
27R is used for arrivals and Runway 27L is used for departures. In the southwest flow, Runways 22R
and 27L are used for arrivals, and Runways 22L and 21L are used for departures. While none of the
crosswind operating configurations provide as much capacity as the primary operating
The four parallel runways are parallel, but for naming purposes runway designations are different for the eastern
runway pair (3/21) and western pair (4/22).
5 Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) Traffic Management Office, DTW Operating Configurations
Memorandum, May 2006.
4
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configurations, the crosswind runways are essential for the viability of the Airport to serve as an
effective airline hub. Without the crosswind runways, the Airport would essentially be unable to
operate in those relatively infrequent times when the winds are out of the west.
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4.1.1.4

Runway Exits and Taxiways

Runway exits and taxiways affect runway occupancy times. Providing adequate runway exits and
taxiways enables aircraft to exit the runway sooner and minimizes the runway occupancy times.
Minimizing runway occupancy times ensures that the minimum separation between arriving aircraft
can be safely and efficiently maintained. Without adequate runway exits and taxiways, runway
occupancy times increase and the separation between arriving aircraft may need to increase, thereby
decreasing airfield capacity.

4.1.1.5

Airspace and Traffic Patterns

DTW’s airspace is classified as Class B. Class B airspace consists of tiered areas surrounding
airports which have a control tower, are serviced by radar approach control, and which have a certain
number of IFR operations or passenger enplanements. In order to enter Class B airspace, pilots must
establish two-way communication with Air Traffic Control (ATC) and obtain a clearance to enter the
airspace. The airspace at DTW, as it is at all major airports, is designed to envelop all aircraft flying
published instrument procedures. It consists of the airspace from the surface to 8,000 feet above
mean sea level. The inner-most tier begins at ground level, the second tier begins at 2,500 feet, the
third tier begins at 3,000 feet and the outer-most tier begins at 4,000 feet MSL.
DTW’s airspace was recently redesigned to implement a “four corner post arrival” system, modeled
from the Hartsfield-Jackson Atlanta International Airport and Dallas/Fort Worth International
Airport. ATC personnel indicated they do not currently have airspace capacity issues. If additional
runways are constructed in the future, airspace changes will be needed to accommodate the
additional arrival and departure paths.

4.1.1.6

New Technology

The FAA has developed and is planning new electronic systems that serve to aid aviation safety,
capacity and air traffic controller flexibility. As a major commercial airline hub airport with high
activity levels, DTW ATC is already equipped or programmed to be equipped with the latest
technology, including PRM, ASDE-X, and the Surface Movement Advisor (SMA) decision support
tool. Several other delay-reducing systems were developed specifically for airports with non-parallel
runway layouts, such as the Converging Runway Display Aid (CRDA), and do not apply to DTW's
parallel runway system. While new FAA technological systems could result in small gains in
efficiency and, therefore, reduced delays, no major air traffic control equipment or technology exists
that would significantly increase airport capacity.

4.1.1.7

New Large Aircraft

With the arrival of the A380, which as a D-VI aircraft falls in the new large aircraft (NLA) category,
several U.S. airports across the country are evaluating the impacts of accommodating these new large
aircraft at their facilities. Regularly scheduled A380 service is not expected to occur at DTW, as
determined in the DTW New Large Aircraft Assessment6, completed in August 2005. This report
6

New Large Aircraft Assessment, Jacobsen/Daniels Associates (2005)
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evaluated the carriers serving DTW and their current orders of the A380. As such, NLA are not
considered in the demand/capacity analysis or the facility requirements for the airfield.

4.1.2

Airfield Demand

Airfield demand was calculated based on the forecast of operations presented in Section 3 - Forecast
of Aviation Activity. Table 4.1-5 provides a summary of the operations forecast, peak month (PM),
PM average day (PMAD), and PMAD peak hour operations for the existing and forecast demand
years.
Table 4.1-5 Operations Forecast Summary

Annual Operations
Peak Month (PM)
PM Average Day (PMAD)
PMAD Peak Hour Operations
PMAD Peak Hour (Arr/Dep),
(Arrivals Peak ) 1
PMAD Peak Hour (Arr/Dep),
(Departures Peak )2

2005
516,808
45,168
1,457
124

2010
591,486
51,695
1,668
142

2015
654,684
57,218
1,846
157

2020
719,652
62,897
2,029
174

2025
791,300
69,158
2,231
190

81/43

93/49

103/54

114/60

125/65

50/74

57/85

63/94

70/104

76/114

1/ Assumed a 66% arrivals versus 34% departures split during arrivals peak multiplied by PMAD Peak Hour Operations. Pursuant
to Figure 2 depicted below.
2/ Assumed a 60% departures versus 40% arrivals split during departures peak multiplied by PMAD Peak Hour Operations.
Pursuant to Figure 2 depicted below.
Source: Section 3 – Forecast Annual and Peak Commercial Aircraft Operations at DTW, Table 3.2-17

4.1.2.1

Rolling 20-Minute Peak-Period Demand Capacity Analysis

The hourly throughput demand capacity analysis provides a good measure for long-term planning.
To further refine and validate the hourly throughput information, a rolling 20-minute peak period
analysis was performed. For planning purposes, it is helpful to analyze 20-minute peak periods,
since consideration of this finite portion of actual demand over the course of a day, as compared to
runway throughput rates, provides a better indication of when delays are likely to occur at DTW.
This is important because when delays occur, they increase exponentially as activity increases.
This analysis utilized actual OAG schedule data and compiled this data into rolling 20 minute
“buckets”. The rolling 20-minute periods provide a better sense of when, and for how long, delays
will occur. It also provides an indication of whether or not there will be opportunities for schedule
recovery after periods of delay.
Figure 2 illustrates PMAD of 2005 in rolling 20-minute peaks, for both scheduled arrivals and
scheduled departures.
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DTW Rolling 20-Minute Peaks, Arrivals and Departures, 2005 PMAD (Aug. 17, 2005)
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Prepared by: CH2M HILL, Source: Back Aviation Solutions, OAG Schedules Database. Data capture date 27 Nov. 2006.

Figure 2: DTW Rolling 20-Minute Peaks, Arrivals and Departures, 2005 PMAD (Aug. 17, 2005)

The peak 20-minute IFR capacity is approximately 36 arrival operations with 9 to 18 departure
operations (depending on the operating configuration and visibility conditions), or 24 arrival
operations with 27 to 37 departure operations (depending on the operating configuration and
visibility conditions. These capacities were derived by calculating one-third of the hourly capacity
using runway throughput rates determined in Section 4.1.1.
¾ Arrival Peak Throughput Rate: During an arrival peak, ATC uses three runways for arrivals,
Runway 4L/22R, 4R/22L and 3R/21L.7 The throughput capacity for an arrival runway is
approximately 36 arrivals per runway. Therefore, the total hourly capacity during an arrival peak
is 108 arrivals per hour, or 36 arrivals in a 20-minute period.
¾ Departure Peak Throughput Rate: During a departure peak, ATC uses two runways for
departures, Runway 4R/22L and 3L/21R. The throughput capacity for a departure runway is
approximately 55 departures per runway. Therefore, the total hourly capacity during a departure
peak is 110 departures per hour, also equating to approximately 36 departures per 20-minute
period.

Three independent runways are available for an arrival peak due to the PRM programmed to be installed within the
next two years (no later than 2008). As this is scheduled to be installed in the very-near term, this operating scenario
is used as the existing operating configuration for analysis purposes.
7
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As illustrated in Figure 2, the 2005 PMAD schedule arrivals and departures exceed the capacity for
brief periods throughout the day. Airlines and air traffic controllers have indicated that delays are not
significant at DTW in 2005. This suggests that activity in the peak periods is being quickly
accommodated during the recovery periods (i.e. the “valleys”) between peak demand periods.

4.1.3

Airfield Demand/Capacity Analysis

Table 4.1-6 provides a summary of the demand and capacity information described previously while
Figure 3 illustrates this information graphically. Comparing the future PMAD hourly throughput
demand with the existing airfield capacity reveals that DTW appears to have adequate airfield
capacity in the near-term. However, as demand increases over the planning period, it will exceed the
available capacity and delays will occur. As demand continues to increase, delays will grow
exponentially and are expected to become unacceptable to the carriers before the end of the planning
period. At that point, additional airfield capacity will be needed to efficiently meet the demand.
The information contained in Table 4.1-6 suggests that additional capacity will be needed in order to
efficiently accommodate the future demand. Specifically, this translates into a fifth parallel runway
that will enable the airfield to support triple independent precision approaches while also enabling
dual departure capability.
Table 4.1-6 Hourly Runway Capacity – ATCT Throughput Rates
Capacity (Arrivals Peak)
Demand
Year

Demand

Hourly
VFR
Capacity1/

Hourly
IFR
Capacity2/

2005
2010
2015
2020
2025

124
142
157
174
190

163
163
163
163
163

120-145
120-145
120-145
120-145
120-145

Capacity(Departures Peak)

Future Hourly
Hourly VFR
IFR Capacity
Capacity1/
3/
(w/PRM)
138-163
138-163
138-163
138-163
138-163

182
182
182
182
182

Hourly IFR
Capacity2/

Future Hourly
IFR Capacity
(w/PRM) 3/

155-180
155-180
155-180
155-180
155-180

157-182
157-182
157-182
157-182
157-182

Source: Jacobsen/Daniels Associates
1/ Derived from the FAA Traffic Management Office, DTW Operating Configurations Memorandum, May 2006 and conversations with ATC
personnel. Assumes 36 arrivals per hour for Runways 4R-22L, 4L-22R and 3R-21L and 55 operations per departure runway for Runways 3L21R 4R-22L. Note: Runway 4R-22L can be used as an arrival runway or a departure runway.
2/ Assumes 36 arrivals per hour using Runway 3R-21L and a combined 54 arrivals per hour for staggered operations on Runways 4R-22L and
4L-22R and an average of 45 departures per hour on Runway 3L-21R and 55 arrivals per hour on Runway 4R-22L. Note: Runway 4R-22L can
be used as an arrival runway or a departure runway.
3/ Assumes 36 arrivals per hour for Runways 4R-22L, 4L-22R and 3R-21L and an average of 45 departures per hour for Runway 3L-21R and
55 departures per hour for Runway 4R-22L. Note: Runway 4R-22L can be used as an arrival runway or a departure runway.
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Figure 3: IFR Capacity vs. Projected Demand

4.1.4

Runway Length

Runway length guidance is provided by FAA AC 150/5325-4B, Runway Length Requirements for
Airport Design, and airport planning manuals from the aircraft manufacturers. For airports serving
aircraft over 60,000 pounds, such as DTW, runway length is generally calculated specifically for the
most demanding aircraft operating at the Airport on a regular basis; defined as a minimum of 500
annual operations. Aircraft type is not the only factor that affects runway length requirements.
Aircraft stage length (i.e. flight distance) is also an important consideration. Airlines operating at
DTW serve long-haul international destinations. These destinations represent longer stage lengths
and, as such, require more fuel onboard the aircraft than shorter stage lengths. The additional fuel
requirement translates into heavier aircraft take-off weights and, therefore, longer runway length
requirements.
Runway length requirements for DTW were calculated using “hot day” conditions, consisting of
temperatures in the mid to high 80 degrees Fahrenheit. At higher temperatures, the density of the air
decreases which affects the aerodynamics of the aircraft wing and results in longer runway lengths
being required for departure. Using “hot day” conditions results in a representative analysis, as the
average daily high temperature at DTW is 82 degrees Fahrenheit during the hottest summer months
(July and August8).
The existing runway lengths at DTW are as follows:
¾ 4L/22R is an outboard primary runway at 10,000 feet long by 150 feet wide, used primarily
for arrivals.
¾ 4R/22L is an inboard primary runway at 12,003 feet long by 200 feet wide, used primarily for
departures.
8

NOAA National Weather Service, Annual Climate Summary for Detroit – 2005, January 2006.
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¾ 3L/21R is also an inboard primary runway at 8,501 feet long by 200 feet wide, used primarily
for departures.
¾ 3R/21L is an outboard primary runway at 10,001 feet by 150 feet wide, used primarily for
arrivals.
¾ 9R/27L is a crosswind runway at 8,500 feet by 150 feet wide, used for arrivals and
departures.
¾ 9L/27R is also a crosswind runway at 8,708 feet by 200 feet wide, used for arrivals and
departures.

4.1.4.1

Takeoff Runway Length

Takeoff runway length requirements were calculated based on aircraft stage lengths representative of
existing and future nonstop markets. Several representative flight distances were selected for use in
this analysis based on a number of locations served by airlines at DTW. Examples of non-stop
destinations, the distance to the destination and the typical aircraft type that fly to these locations are
shown in Table 4.1-7.
Table 4.1-7 Aircraft Stage Lengths and Representative Markets Served

DC-9-50
DC-9-30
ERJ170*
CRJ700*

Aircraft Stage
Length (NM)
710
830
950
1,000

717-200

1,500

A319
A320-200
A321-100*
737-800
757-300
A330-200
A340-300
A330-300
A340-200*
B747-400
B777-200ER

1,500
1,500
1,500
1,700
3,000
3,500
3,700
3,700
4,000
5,800
5,800

Aircraft

Representative Market Destination
Jacksonville, Florida
Orlando International Airport, Florida
Houston, Texas
Austin, Texas
Phoenix Sky Harbor International Airport,
Arizona
Las Vegas McCarran International Airport,
Nevada
San Juan, Puerto Rico
San Juan, Puerto Rico
San Diego International Airport, California
Anchorage International, Alaska
Paris, France
Frankfurt, Germany
Frankfurt, Germany
Amsterdam Airport, Netherlands
Kansai International Airport, Japan
Kansai International Airport, Japan

Source: CH2M HILL, Runway Extension Analysis, Jacobsen/Daniels Associates; and www.flytecomm.com
* Based on lengths flown by aircraft with similar operating characteristics

Take-off runway length requirements were derived using the maximum allowable take-off weight for
each aircraft identified. While existing markets may not require the maximum allowable take-off
weight, it is reasonable to assume that new markets that will require the maximum allowable take-off
weight may be serviced during the planning horizon. Table 4.1-8 provides the take-off length
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requirements under hot day conditions by aircraft type and Table 4.1-9 illustrates the range of
runway length required is between 6,200 to 11,800 feet.
Table 4.1-8 Takeoff Runway Length Requirements
Heavy Aircraft
A330-300
B757-300
A340-200
A340-300
B747-400
B777-200ER
A330-200

Runway Length
(Feet)
7,900
8,850
9,650
10,300
11,600
11,800
11,800

Large
Aircraft
CRJ700
ERJ170
B717-200
A321-100
B737-800
A319
A320-200
DC9-3

Runway Length
(Feet)
6,200
6,284
6,500
8,200
8,400
9,200
9,200
9,600

Source: FAA and Aircraft Manufacturer’s Planning Manuals; wet conditions
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Table 4.1-9 Required Runway Length for Departing Aircraft
3L-21R

4R-22L

8,500 ft

12,001 ft

A330-200*
A330-200*
B777-200ER

Heavy
Aircraft
8%

B747-400
A340-300*
A340-200*
757-300
A330-300*
DC9-3*
A320-200*
A319*

Large
Aircraft
91%

DC9-5*
737-800
A321-100*
717-200
ERJ170*
CRJ700*

0

2000

4000

6000
8000
Runway Length

10000

Notes:

Assumptions:

*MTOW assumed. Charts for stage length

1. Runway elevation 645 MSL

5. Air conditioning off

unavailable.

2. Aircraft manufacturer’s data

6. Standard day + 59 degrees (F)

3. Zero wind
4. Zero runway gradient
Source: CH2M HILL analysis based on Aircraft Manufacturers Characteristics Manuals
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The two most demanding aircraft for departures are the Airbus 330-200 and the Boeing 777-200ER
which both require 11,800 feet. Therefore, this is the critical length for runways used for long-haul
departures at DTW. A departure runway that can accommodate all of the large aircraft and some of
the key long-haul departures would need to be approximately 10,000 feet, as this length serves all of
the large aircraft at DTW, as well as many of the heavy aircraft. The existing primary departure
runways at DTW (Runways 3L-21R and 4R-22L) are 8,500 feet and 12,001 feet, respectively.
According to ATC, the shorter length of Runway 3L-21R often results in pilots requesting the
Runway 4R-22L for departures.

4.1.4.2

Arrival Runway Length

Arrival runway length requirements were derived based the maximum allowable landing weight for
the aircraft and are summarized in Table 4.1-10 and illustrated in Table 4.1-11. Wet runway
conditions require more runway length and are therefore used in this analysis. As discussed
previously, heavy aircraft make up approximately 8 percent of commercial aircraft operations
through the forecast period, and large aircraft make up approximately 91 percent of commercial
aircraft operations. Therefore, runway length requirements for both categories are shown in the
table.
Table 4.1-10 Runway Landing Length Requirements
Heavy Aircraft
B777-200ER
B757-300
A330-300
A330-200
A340-200
A340-300
B747-400

Runway Length
(Feet)
6,150
6,150
6,498
6,641
7,101
7,245
7,850

Large
Aircraft
A319
DC9-3
A320-200
B717-200
CRJ700
DC9-5
A321-100

Runway Length
(Feet)
5,290
5,450
5,500
5,606
5,635
5,800
6,153

Source: FAA and Aircraft Manufacturer’s Planning Manuals; wet conditions

Runway landing length requirements ranged from 5,290 to 7,850 feet for all aircraft considered. The
747-400 is the most demanding aircraft, requiring 7,850 feet, and is used by the airlines regularly to
serve markets such as Tokyo and Osaka, Japan. Therefore, 7,850 feet represents the calculated
runway landing length requirement for arriving aircraft at the Airport, and the existing arrival runway
lengths are therefore adequate. For planning purposes it is recommended that a minimum of 8,000
feet be used for all arrival runway lengths.
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Table 4.1-11 Required Runway Length for Arriving Aircraft

B747-400
A340-300 2/
A340-200 2/

Heavy
Aircraft
8%

A330-200 2/
A330-300 2/
757-300

B777-200ER 1/
737-800
A321-100 3/
DC9-5

Large
Aircraft
91%

CRJ700
717-200 3/
A320-200 2/
DC9-3
A319 3/

0

1000

2000

3000

4000

5000

6000

Runway Length
1/
2/

3/

Notes:

Assumptions:

No Flaps associated.

1. Zero wind

6. Aircraft manufacturers data

Wet conditions calculated by

2. Zero runway gradient

7. No reverse engine thrust

adding 15% to Dry Conditions

3. Dry/wet runway surface

8. Standard day temperature

No flaps associated.

4. Maximum landing weight used

9. Antiskid operative

Wet conditions calculated by

5. Runway elevation 645 feet MSL

adding 15% to Dry Conditions.
Source: CH2M HILL analysis based on Aircraft Manufacturers Characteristics Manuals
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Although the FAA suggests that the length of a crosswind runway be approximately 80 percent of the
main runway length requirement, this theoretical runway length need would be needed less than two
percent of the time at DTW. In practice, therefore, the existing crosswind runway lengths of 8,500
and 8,700 feet are adequate. The existing runway lengths, their associated use, and findings from
this analysis are summarized in Table 4.1-12.
Table 4.1-12 Existing Runways: Length, Use, and Adequacy
Runway

Length
(Feet)

Current Use

Adequate
Length?

4R/22L

12,001

Long-Haul Departures

Yes

3L/21R

8,500

Departures

No

4L/22R

10,000

Arrivals

Yes

3R/21L

10,000

Arrivals

Yes

9R/27L

8,500

9L/27R

8,700

Crosswind Arrivals &
Occasional Departures
Crosswind Arrivals &
Occasional Departures

Remarks
Role = Long-Haul Departure Runway; meets the
requirement for 11,800 feet.
This is not an adequate departure length for
certain markets and aircraft type.
Role = Arrival Runway; also meets the
requirements for most departures.
Role = Arrival Runway; also meets requirements
for most departures.

Yes

Role = Crosswind Runway.

Yes

Role = Crosswind Runway.

Source: CH2M Hill, 2006

4.1.5

Taxiway and Apron Flow Assessment

All runways at DTW are equipped with parallel taxiways and have at least two separate taxi routes to
each end of the runway. The most frequently used departure taxi routings are illustrated in Exhibit
4.1-5.
The tower has indicated that taxi routes serving the terminal areas are adequate, except on Taxiway K
near the McNamara Terminal where there is occasional congestion. There is insufficient space
between the Concourses B and C and the Taxiway K to allow for aircraft push-backs without
blocking Taxiway K. As traffic increases in the future, and additional gates are added to Concourses
B and C, it is anticipated that alternative taxi routes, using existing taxiways, will be used to route
aircraft around this area. Arriving aircraft will likely use the deice pads to hold until their gate
becomes available in the future.
There are currently three perimeter (i.e. end around) taxiways at Detroit Metropolitan Wayne County
Airport. Taxiway Q traverses Runway 4L-22R and Taxiways T and J traverse Runway 3L-21R.
Perimeter taxiways are strongly encouraged by the ATC because they reduce runway crossings,
thereby minimizing ATC personnel workload and increasing safety by reducing potential runway
incursion opportunities.
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4.1.6

Remote Aircraft Deicing Facilities

Deicing operations at DTW take place primarily at four remote aircraft deice pads, as shown in
Exhibit 2.4-4 in Section 2 - Inventory of Existing Conditions. Northwest Airlines operates and
utilizes three of the four pads, the 3L, 4R and 22L (which is operated by Northwest Airline’s
commuter partner Northwest Airlink) Deice Pads. The remaining pad, the 21R Deice Pad, is used by
all other airlines, including Northwest Airline’s code share partners Continental Airlines and Delta
Airlines.
The Airport currently uses glycol-based fluids, primarily propylene glycol, for deicing aircraft. The
deice pads at DTW are equipped with confined drainage systems which collect used glycol. To
increase environmental safety, the 3L, 4R and 22L pads have state-of-the-art dual collection systems
which isolate the high-strength runoff that can be recycled from the diluted runoff.9
It should be noted that additional or expanded deicing facilities in the North Terminal Area have
been considered by the Airport in the past. One alternative that has been considered was the
expansion of the Runway 22L Deice Pad. Another alternative that has been considered was the
demolition of the Berry Terminal to facilitate development of a new deice pad.
In order to evaluate deicing facility requirements, the throughput rate of aircraft per hour, per deicing
position must be determined. Based on information provided by Northwest Airlines Operations Staff,
and as shown in Table 4.1-13, the average throughput per deicing position for purposes of this
analysis is 3.9 aircraft per hour.
Table 4.1-13 Aircraft Deicing Spray Times
Aircraft
Large:
CRJ
ARJ
DC-9
A320
Heavy:
B757-200
B757-300
A330*
B747*

“C-Event” Assumption 1/
(Minutes)

Deicing Spot Throughput
(Aircraft per Hour)

Average Throughput
by Fleet Mix Type

14
14
16
17

4.3
4.3
3.8
3.5

4

20
20
-

3
3
Weighted Average: 2/

3
3.9

Source: Northwest Airlines Operations Staff
*Widebody aircraft are currently deiced at the gates.
1/ Worst case time. A "C-Event" is the most common type of deicing conditions the Airport experiences. It includes any of the following:
moderate wet snow, heavy dry snow, and limited runway and/or taxiway closures.
2/ Based on the forecast fleet mix of 91% large aircraft and 8% heavy.

Three of the existing deicing pads have six positions, and one pad has five positions for a total of 23
positions. According to Northwest Airlines Operations staff, Northwest is currently approaching
9

WCAA, “EPA Visit to Detroit Metropolitan Airport”, PowerPoint Presentation, Jan. 2005.
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capacity with their current pads. By comparing peak-hour operations to current deicing
requirements, a deicing ratio can be calculated (with the assumption that the current ratio reflects
capacity). The deicing ratio provides a tool to develop future deicing requirements from forecast
peak- hour operations. Table 4.1-14 provides the results of the analysis.
Table 4.1-14 Deicing Facilities Requirements
Year
2005
2010
2015
2020
2025

PMAD Peak Hour
Operations 1/
124
142
157
174
190

Deicing
Ratio 2/
0.73
0.73
0.73
0.73
0.73

Deicing Requirement
(Aircraft per Hour) 3/
90
104
115
127
139

Deicing
Spots4/
23
27
29
33
36

Surplus/Deficit 4/
0
(4)
(6)
(10)
(13)

Source: CH2M Hill, 2006
1/ Commercial Aircraft Operations Forecast.
2/ Calculated based on the existing deicing requirement (3.9 aircraft per hour per deicing spot) to peak- hour operations.
3/ The requirement for the number of aircraft to be deiced per hour.
4/ The deicing requirement divided by 3.9 aircraft per hour.
*The existing ratio of aircraft which can be deiced per hour to peak- hour operations is adequate. (Assumption)

The analysis concludes that the Airport will have a need for six additional deicing positions in the
short-term (one additional deicing pad), and 13 additional positions in the long-term (two additional
deicing pads).

4.1.7

Instrumentation and Lighting

Runway approaches/instrumentation, lighting and other navigational aids (NAVAIDS) provide pilots
with the necessary means to navigate their aircraft safely and efficiently in most weather conditions.
The following sections provide an overview of the existing instrumentation, airport approach
capabilities, lighting and future requirements for DTW.

4.1.7.1

Instrumentation and Approach Capability

A variety of NAVAIDS are currently in place in and around DTW, including: Non-Directional Radio
Beacon (NDB) facilities, Very High Frequency Omnidirectional Range/Distance Measuring
Equipment (VOR/DME), and en route NAVAID facilities. Aircraft (primarily general aviation) use
NDBs to determine their bearing relative to the location of the beacon, which consists of low- to
medium-frequency radio signals. A VOR/DME uses very high-frequency signals to provide distance
and bearing information to the aircraft.
NAVAIDS used for arriving aircraft provide course and, except for the NDB, vertical path guidance
to the runway threshold, allowing aircraft to land under IFR conditions. IFR applies when the ceiling
is less than 1,000 feet and the visibility less than three statute miles. As indicated previously, DTW
operates under IFR about 33% of the time, and aircraft also use the instrument approaches during
VFR for additional guidance. The type of instrumentation available for a runway determines the
minimum ceiling and visibility, or “minimums,” during which landings can occur while under IFR.
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At DTW, instrument landing systems are provided for eight out of twelve of the runway landing
directions, as shown below in Table 4.1-15.
Table 4.1-15 DTW Runways and Approach Minimums
Runway
Runway 3L
Runway 3R
Runway 4L
Runway 4R
Runway 9L
Runway 9R
Runway 21R
Runway 21L
Runway 22L
Runway 22R
Runway 27L
Runway 27R

Controlling Approach
Visual
CAT III ILS
CAT III ILS
CAT III ILS
Visual
Visual
Visual
CAT I ILS
CAT I ILS
CAT I ILS
CAT I ILS
CAT I ILS

Approach Minimums
Ceil 1,000’ vis 3 mi
RVR 07/06
RVR 07/06
RVR 07/06
Ceil 1,000’ vis 3 mi
Ceil 1,000’ vis 3 mi
Ceil 1,000’ vis 3 mi
Ceil 200’ vis ½ mi
Ceil 200’ vis ½ mi
Ceil 200’ vis ½ mi
Ceil 200’ vis ½ mi
Ceil 200’ vis ½ mi

Source: DTW Instrument Approach Procedures, www.naco.faa.gov, June 2006.

Currently, the arrival runways used during North Flow, Runways 4L and 3R, can accommodate
aircraft landings during all weather conditions because of the CAT III ILS systems on each runway.
When operating in South Flow under IFR, Runways 21L and 22R are used for instrument landings.
The minimums provided for those runways allow for landings under nearly all weather conditions,
except when the ceiling is below 200 feet and the visibility is below one half mile, a condition which
occurs only about one percent of the time.
Runway 3L-21R is the only runway which does not have a precision instrument approach available at
both runway ends. Runway 3L-21R is a visual approach runway.
Given that all of DTW's main arrival runways in both directions are equipped with precision
approaches, instrument capabilities are reasonably adequate. To preserve the airfield's capabilities
under all conditions, and to provide adequate flexibility during snow removal operations and routine
and emergency maintenance, it is recommended that Runway 3L-21R be equipped with ILS Cat I
capability on both runway ends and Runways 22R and 21L be upgraded to Category III ILS.

4.1.7.2

Lighting

The approach lighting system aids in the transition from the instrument approach to touch-down, the
most critical point of landing. The approach light systems for all runways at DTW are shown in
Table 4.1-16.
All runways are equipped with HIRL and in-pavement centerline lights, and all runways except
Runway 9R and 9L are equipped with an approach lighting system. Generally, the approach light
systems at DTW are adequate for the Airport’s approach capabilities.
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Table 4.1-16 DTW Approach Light Systems
Runway
Runway 3L
Runway 21R
Runway 3R
Runway 21L
Runway 4L
Runway 22R
Runway 4R
Runway 22L
Runway 9R
Runway 27L
Runway 9L
Runway 27R

Lighting*
PAPI; REIL
REIL; PAPI
ALSF-2; PAPI
MALSR; PAPI
ALSF-2
MALSR
ALSF-2
MALSR
REIL
MALSR; PAPI
REIL
MALSR; PAPI

Source: CH2M HILL, 2006.
*ALSF-2: Approach Lighting System with Sequencing Flashing Lights; HIRL: High Intensity Runway Edge Lights; MALSR: Medium Intensity
Approach Lighting System; PAPI: Precision Approach Path Indicator Lights; REIL: Runway End Identifier Lights; SSALR: Simplified Short
Approach Lighting System with Runway Alignment Indicator Lights.

4.1.8

Summary of Airfield Facilities Requirements

A summary of DTW airfield facilities requirements are listed below:
¾ Additional runway capacity will be necessary. There will likely be a need for three independent
arrival runways and two independent departure runways within the planning period. As a result,
a widely spaced fifth parallel runway will be required. The exact timing of the need for a fifth
parallel runway will depend on the severity of the delays as aircraft operations increase over
time. Additional study, including detailed simulation will likely be necessary to develop the
justification and need for the new runway in support of environmental and financial approval.
For planning purposes, the new runway is anticipated to be needed toward the end of the
planning period, around 2020.
¾ Any new runway will require a parallel taxiway as well as a supporting taxiway system that
provides two separate routes to both runway ends and perimeter taxiways to avoid runway
crossings to the extent feasible.
¾ In order to serve all aircraft operating and projected to operate at DTW, the arrival runway
length for all existing and future runways should be at least 8,000 feet. In order to serve all
long-haul domestic and international markets without restricting payload, departure runways
should be at least 10,000 feet. Ideally, departure runways should be at least 11,800 feet, but a
nominal departure length of approximately 10,000 feet is sufficient for most of the aircraft fleet
operating at the Airport. Additional departure runway length is expected to be necessary for
Runway 3L-21R within the planning horizon. This additional departure length on Runway 3L21R will accommodate new long-haul destinations and provide adequate departure capability
when Runway 4L-22R is being used as a third arrival runway.
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¾ Six additional remote aircraft deicing positions are needed in the short-term (one additional
deicing pad), and thirteen additional remote aircraft deicing positions are needed in the longterm (two additional deicing pads).
¾ NAVAID enhancements are warranted to provide adequate flexibility and redundancy during
snow removal operations and routine and emergency maintenance. To preserve the airfield’s
capability under all conditions, Runway 3L-21R should be equipped with ILS Cat I capability
on both runway ends and Runways 22R and 21L should be upgraded to Category III ILS.
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4.2

Terminal Area Facilities

Terminal Area Facilities are a function of the characteristics of an airport. These characteristics
include the level of passenger and aircraft activity, the number and type of airlines serving the
airport, the operating requirements of the airlines and local factors such as the number of connecting
passengers and the manner at which passengers access the terminal area (i.e.; vehicular mode split).
For the purposes of this report, the term “Terminal Area Facilities” encompasses aircraft gates along
with the terminal, and associated curb front areas.
The capacity of each element of a terminal facility can vary depending on the acceptable level of
service, level of congestion, and length of processing time. For example, a passenger traveling on
business may be less tolerant of congestion or delay than a passenger traveling for pleasure. In many
cases, the degree of acceptability itself may also vary depending on the configuration of the terminal
space and the level of amenities provided.
With the opening of the McNamara Terminal in 2002 and the current construction of the North
Terminal due to open in fall 2008, the Airport has established a foundation for the development of
expandable terminal area facilities. For long-range planning purposes, it is important to understand
the gross requirements for each of the major terminal system elements. Accordingly, this section
provides the facility requirements for (1) aircraft gates and apron area and (2) terminal building area.
Master Plan terminal space planning represents a starting point for advanced terminal planning. It is
a baseline to support future activity levels. As such, it may not refer to a specific terminal concept or
gate configuration and does not require specific breakdown of functional areas within the terminal.
These functional areas are highly dependent upon a specific terminal concept and therefore are best
determined in the advanced planning and schematic design phase of project development. The intent
of the master plan is to establish building blocks for the functional elements of the system that are
representative of the size and location necessary to accommodate future activity levels. In this way,
the appropriate level of analysis of the appropriate areas can be reserved for future development.
When analyzing terminal facilities, the following objectives were utilized:
¾
¾
¾
¾

Ensure passenger comfort and convenience
Promote additional international activity through appropriate facilities planning
Foster a safe and secure environment by anticipating and integrating TSA requirements
Develop facilities that provide for expansion of new and existing carriers

The following sections describe the projected demand and future facility requirements for terminal
facilities at DTW.

4.2.1

Existing Terminal Facilities & Utilization

In order to determine future terminal requirements, it is important to understand the historical and
existing terminal facilities and utilization. For the purposes of this analysis, the McNamara Terminal
and the North Terminal have been defined separately due to the nature of their airline operating
strategies and market share.
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4.2.1.1

Airline Operating Strategies

Northwest Airlines and its affiliated partners use a hub and spoke routing strategy at the McNamara
Terminal. This means that a large number of aircraft arrive from outlying spoke airports over a short
period of time to one central location (hub), where passengers then connect to their final destination.
Typically, Northwest groups these flights in banks within fixed hourly time windows. This strategy
results in higher peaks of activity, typically seven to eight times over the course of a day, and
includes a higher percentage of connecting passengers.
This is not the case at the North Terminal. While some of the airlines operating out of the North
Terminal have point-to-point routing strategies, many of these airlines utilize the North Terminal as a
spoke in their hub and spoke system. This means that the North Terminal Area has a higher
percentage of origin and destination (O&D) passengers. While peaks of activity do occur daily,
enplanement and operational activity tend to be more constant when compared to the McNamara
Terminal.

4.2.1.2

Airline Market Share

Tables 4.2-1 and 4.2-2 show market share by enplanements and operations.
Table 4.2-1 DTW Terminal Enplanement Market Share

Year

Total
Enplanements

% McNamara
Enplanements

McNamara
Enplanements

% North
Enplanements

North
Enplanements

20001
2004
20052
2008
2010
2015
2025

17,736,548
17,610,295
18,229,379
18,886,745
20,410,786
23,015,164
29,263,547

82.40%
81.37%
83.62%
83.13%
82.64%
82.71%
82.86%

14,614,916
14,329,777
15,243,407
15,700,551
16,867,474
19,035,842
24,247,775

17.60%
18.63%
16.38%
16.97%
17.36%
17.29%
17.14%

3,121,632
3,280,518
2,985,972
3,205,081
3,543,312
3,979,322
5,015,772

Source: WCAA Records, FAA Terminal Area Forecast, Jacobsen/Daniels Associates, 2006.
1/ 2000, 2004 Data represents calendar year
2/ 2005-2025 Data represents fiscal year
3/ 2000-2005 Data represents actual data; 2008-2025 Data is per FAA TAF and activity forecast
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Table 4.2-2 DTW Terminal Operations Market Share

Year

Total Operations

% McNamara
Operations

McNamara
Operations

% North
Operations

North
Operations

20001
2004
20052
2008
2010
2015
2025

555,375
522,538
531,776
567,920
607,554
671,847
810,061

NA
NA
83.32%
83.13%
83.17%
83.18%
83.23%

NA
NA
443,076
472,112
505,303
558,842
674,214

NA
NA
15.02%
15.15%
15.24%
15.23%
15.21%

NA
NA
79,873
86,040
92,591
102,322
123,210

Source: WCAA Records, FAA Terminal Area Forecast, Jacobsen/Daniels Associates, 2006.
1/ 2000, 2004 Data represents calendar year
2/ 2005-2025 Data represents fiscal year
3/ 2000-2004 Data represents actual data; 2005-2025 Data is per FAA TAF and activity forecast

4.2.1.3

Existing Aircraft Gates

Aircraft are typically classified according to FAA Aircraft Design Groups (ADG) as shown in Table
4.2-3. In order to aid in planning of this level, gate capacities are typically “normalized” by applying
Narrow Body Equivalent Gate (NBEG) factors. This index converts the spatial area requirements of
many aircraft, from small commuters to new large, widebody and jumbo aircraft, so they are
equivalent to the apron capacity of a typical narrowbody aircraft gate. The number of gates required
to meet future demand as presented in this analysis is based on the A320/B737-700 aircraft. The
NBEG technique provides a common denominator for numbers of gates and aircraft seats useful for
sizing terminal components and evaluating capacities in airport master planning. During advanced
planning for terminal expansion, a more detailed analysis will convert NBEG gate requirements back
to to specific gate sizing.
Table 4.2-3 NBEG Gate Requirements
Aircraft
Design
Group
I/II
III
IIIa1
IV
V
VI

Design Aircraft
Small/Medium Commuter
Narrowbody/Large Commuter
B757
Widebody
Jumbo
New Large Aircraft (NLA)

Maximum
Wingspan
(feet)

Typical Aircraft

NBEG
Factor

79
113
125
171
214
262

ERJ/CRJ/SF340
A319/A320/B737MD-80/DC9
B757
B767/MD-11/DC-10
B747/A330/A340/B777
A380

0.7
1.0
1.1
1.4
1.8
2.2

Source: A/C 150 5300-13.
1/ The aircraft Design Group IIIa has been added to account for the Boeing 757, which has a wider wingspan than Group III but is smaller than
a typical Group IV aircraft.

Tables 4.2-4 and 4.2-5 show aircraft gates grouped by relative aircraft size for each terminal. The
aircraft size groupings were determined by the maximum wingspan of aircraft permitted to park at
each gate. For the purposes of this analysis, the proposed gate layout for the new North Terminal has
been included as part of the existing conditions and is shown in Table 4.2-6. Exhibit 4.2-1 shows
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existing terminal facilities as of the completion of the new North Terminal in September 2008 (Smith and
Berry Terminals are scheduled for demolition).
Table 4.2-4 McNamara Terminal Existing Gates 2005

Group

Design Aircraft

Gates

I/II
III
IIIa
IV
V
VI

Small/Medium Commuter
Narrowbody/Large Commuter
B757
Widebody
Jumbo
New Large Aircraft (A380)
Total

41
56
11
14
122

NBEG Factor NBEG Calculation
0.7
1.0
1.1
1.4
1.8
2.2

28.7
56
12.1
25.2
122.0

% of Total
NBEG
34%
46%
9%
11%
100%

Source: Wayne County Airport Authority, Jacobsen/Daniels Associates, 2006

Table 4.2-5 North Terminal Existing Gates 2005

Group

Design Aircraft

I/II
III
IIIa
IV
V
VI

Small/Medium Commuter
Narrowbody/Large Commuter
B757
Widebody
Jumbo
New Large Aircraft (A380)
Total

Gates

NBEG Factor NBEG Calculation
0.7
1.0
1.1
1.4
1.8
2.2

15
9
5
2
31

15
9.9
7
3.6
35.5

% of Total
NBEG
42%
28%
20%
10%
100%

Source: Wayne County Airport Authority, Jacobsen/Daniels Associates, 2006

Table 4.2-6 North Terminal Future - Existing Gates 2008

Group

Design Aircraft

I/II
III
IIIa
IV
V
VI

Small/Medium Commuter
Narrowbody/Large Commuter
B757
Widebody
Jumbo
New Large Aircraft (A380)
Total

Gates
17
7
2

NBEG Factor NBEG Calculation
0.7
1.0
1.1
1.4
1.8
2.2

26

17
7.7
3.6
28.3

Source: Wayne County Airport Authority, Jacobsen/Daniels Associates, 2006, Gensler drawings dated 12/12/06
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% of Total
NBEG
60%
27%
13%
100%

Wayne County Airport Authority
DTW Master Plan

4.2.1.4

Existing Aircraft Gate Utilization

Airline functionality and operating philosophies impact gate capacity and terminal facility
requirements. Understanding the operational characteristics of each of the terminal facilities is an
essential component of determining future facility requirements.

McNamara Terminal
In 2000, Northwest Airlines (NWA) and its affiliates operated out of 71 gates at the Davey Terminal
(demolished in 2005). In 2002, the McNamara Terminal opened with 97 gates, and then expanded to
106 gates in 2004. Final expansion to 122 gates occurred in 2005. The historical activity levels and
associated metrics for the McNamara Terminal (NWA) gates are presented in Table 4.2-7.
Table 4.2-7 McNamara Terminal Activity Levels & Associated Metrics

Year

Gates

McNamara
Annual
Enplanements

2000
2002
2004
2005

71
97
106
122

14,614,916
12,396,859
14,329,777
15,243,407

McNamara
Annual
Enplanements/Gate

McNamara
Annual
Operations

McNamara
Annual
Operations/Gate

205,844*
127,803*
135,187*
124,946*

373,434
402,248
418,553
434,847

5,260*
4,147*
3,949*
3,564*

Source: FAA Terminal Area Forecast, Jacobsen/Daniels Associates, 2006.
*Calculated Data
1/ Operations and enplanements per terminal are calculated from Table 4.2-1 and 4.2-2.

In 2000, when annual enplanement/gate levels exceeded 205,000 and operations/gate exceeded
5,200, NWA was pushed to a larger terminal to accommodate the increased demand. Immediately,
the utilization rates decreased. This is believed to be in part due to the impacts of 9/11 and the
reduction in activity, but also due to the fact that although the Davey Terminal operated at a high
level of utilization; the level of service was unacceptable from a customer service and efficiency
standpoint.
In order to better understand reasonable gate utilization for a hub carrier facility, eight other airports
with hub carrier operations were also analyzed. Table 4.2-8 compares these eight similar airports
and their activity levels.
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Table 4.2-8 2005 Comparison Airport Activity Levels

Airport

Gates

Annual
Enplanements

Annual
Enplanements/Gate

Annual
Operations

Annual
Operations/Gate

ATL
CLE
DFW
MEM
MIA
MSP
ORD
SLC
Average

168
41
140
80
130
128
186
87
120*

42,858,580
5,515,698
27,928,804
5,655,568
14, 962,411
17,799,732
35,744,141
10,315,706
20,097,580*

255,111*
134,529*
199,491*
70,695*
115,095*
139,060*
192,173*
118,571*
153,091*

984,390
261,689
739,517
395,901
386,681
543,784
980,372
446,926
592,408*

5,859*
6,383*
5,282*
4,949*
2,974*
4,248*
5,271*
5,137*
5,013*

Source: FAA Terminal Area Forecast, Jacobsen/Daniels Associates, 2006; *Calculated Data

Using these airport activity levels as a guide, as well as coordination with NWA, it is assumed an
optimum gate utilization for the McNamara Terminal would be approximately 165,000 annual
enplanements/gate and 4,200 operations/gate. This activity level is based on previous NWA activity
levels, and trends at similar airports including ORD, DFW, and ATL.

North Terminal
In 2005, the North Terminal consisted of the Smith and Berry Terminals, with a total of 31 active
gates to accommodate the activity demand. In 2008, DTW will open a new, partially common-use,
North Terminal consisting of 26 gates, which will replace and consolidate the activity at the Smith
and Berry Terminals into a single new terminal facility.
The introduction of the common-use structure and an overall improvement in operating efficiency
has generated an ability to shift from 31 gates (2005) to 26 gates (2008). The North Terminal will
have four common-use gates, as well as the ability for charter carriers to use several of Spirit
Airline’s gates. In addition, the airlines operating out of the North Terminal requested fewer gates,
which lead to the assumption that they will be operating more efficiently in the new facility. The
activity levels and associated metrics for the North Terminal are presented in Table 4.2-9.
Table 4.2-9 North Terminal Activity Levels & Associated Metrics

Year

Gates

North
Annual
Enplanements

2000
2004
2005
2008

33
31
31
26

3,121,632
3,280,518
2,985,972
3,205,081

North
Annual
Enplanements/Gate
94,595*
105,823*
96,322*
123,272*

Source: WCAA Records, FAA Terminal Area Forecast, Jacobsen/Daniels Associates, 2006,
*Calculated Data
1/ Operations and enplanements per terminal are calculated from Tables 4.2-1 and 4.2-2.
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North
Annual
Operations
181,941
97,035
78,389
85,393

North
Annual
Operations/Gate
5,513*
3,130*
2,529*
3,284*

Wayne County Airport Authority
DTW Master Plan

To further understand reasonable gate utilization for a non-hub carrier terminal, nine other airports
without a major hub carrier were analyzed. Table 4.2-10 compares these similar airports and their
activity levels.
Table 4.2-10 2005 Comparison Airport Activity Levels

Airport

Gates

Annual
Enplanements

Annual
Enplanements/Gate

Annual
Operations

Annual
Operations/Gate

BOS
BWI
FLL
LGA
MCI
MCO
MSY
SAN
SJC
Average

102
60
55
64
50
90
39
45
31

13,024,827
9,751,407
10,821,973
13,345,773
4,942,915
16,398,996
4,745,030
8,570,668
5,296,655

127,694*
162,523*
196,763*
208,528*
98,858*
182,211*
121,667*
190,459*
170,860*
162,174*

428,877
312,634
336,111
408,991
171,185
357,542
150,057
225,448
220,179

4,205*
5,211*
6,111*
6,390*
3,424*
3,973*
3,848*
5,010*
7,103*
5,030*

Source: FAA Terminal Area Forecast, Jacobsen/Daniels Associates, 2006;
*Calculated Data

Using these airport activity levels as a guide, an optimum gate utilization for the North Terminal
could be assumed to be about 160,000 annual enplanements/gate and about 5,000 operations/gate.

4.2.2

Forecast of Aviation Activity Summary

The Forecast of Aviation Activity indicates sustained growth at DTW over the 20-year planning
horizon. Data from the Forecast of Aviation Activity is used as the basis to develop future gate
requirements for each terminal. Table 4.2-11 summarizes the findings from Section 3 - Forecast of
Aviation Activity, which will be used in this analysis. Specific gate requirements are calculated for
the forecast years of 2010, 2015 and 2025.
Table 4.2-11 Forecast of Aviation Activity Summary
2005

2010

2015

2025

McNamara Terminal
Annual Enplanements
Peak Month Enplanements
Annual Operations
Peak Month Average Day Peak Hour Operations

15,243,407
1,295,690
443,076
104

16,867,474
1,433,735
505,303
119

19,035,842
1,618,047
558,842
132

24,247,775
2,061,061
674,214
159

North Terminal
Annual Enplanements
Peak Month Enplanements
Annual Operations
Peak Month Average Day Operations

2,985,972
253,808
79,873
239

3,543,312
301,182
92,591
272

3,979,322
338,242
102,322
300

5,015,772
426,341
123,210
362

Source: FAA Terminal Area Forecast, Jacobsen/Daniels Associates, 2006.
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4.2.3

Future Facility Requirements

As mentioned previously, gate requirements are typically developed by applying Narrow Body
Equivalent Gate (NBEG) factors, which are based on the A320/B737-700 aircraft. The current total
number of NBEG gates is 122.0 for the McNamara Terminal and 28.3 for the North Terminal. This
provides the baseline for determining future gate requirements.

4.2.3.1

Methodology

A number of methodologies for determining gate requirements were evaluated. These methodologies
considered a variety of metrics and provided a range of results. Some applied more readily to the
hub environment of the McNamara Terminal, some to the North Terminal. The methodologies
considered in this analysis to determine future gate requirements include:
•

Annual Enplanements per NBEG – This method utilizes the ratio (or gate utilization) of
annual enplaned passengers per NBEG gate. The ratio is then applied to the forecast annual
enplaned passenger levels. This method uses the gate utilization determined in Section
4.2.2.2 of this chapter and remains constant over the planning horizon.

•

Peak Month Enplanements per NBEG – This method utilizes the ratio (or gate utilization) of
peak month enplaned passengers per NBEG gate. The ratio is then applied to the forecast
peak month enplaned passenger levels. This method assumes that the current usage of the
gates in the peak month is acceptable and remains constant over the planning horizon.

•

Annual Operations per NBEG - This method utilizes the ratio (or gate utilization) of annual
operations per gate. That ratio is then applied to the forecast annual operation levels. This
method uses the gate utilization determined in Section 4.2.1.2 of this chapter and remains
constant over the planning horizon.

•

Peak Month Average Day Operations per NBEG - This methodology is only applied to the
North Terminal to reflect peaking characteristics over the course of a day. While peaks of
activity do occur daily, enplanement and operational activity tend to be fairly constant. This
methodology takes this into account and assumes that the current utilization of gates will
remain constant over the planning horizon.

4.2.3.2

McNamara Terminal Future Gate Requirements

The methodologies employed by this analysis to determine future gate requirements included Annual
Enplanements per NBEG and Annual Operations per NBEG. The methodologies that utilized Peak
Month Enplanements per NBEG and Peak Month Average Day Operations per NBEG were found to
not be representative of actual operations and upon discussions with NWA, were dismissed.
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Annual Enplanements per NBEG
Table 4.2-12 depicts the results of the Annual Enplanements per NBEG method.
Table 4.2-12 McNamara Terminal Annual Enplanements per NBEG Method

Year

Annual
Enplanements1

Annual
Enplanements/
Gate

Required
McNamara
NBEG

2005
2010
2015
2025

15,243,407
16,867,474
19,035,842
24,247,775

124,946*
165,000
165,000
165,000

122
102*
115*
147*

Source: FAA Terminal Area Forecast, Jacobsen/Daniels Associates, 2006.
*Calculated Data
1/Enplanements per terminal are calculated from Table 4.2-1 and 4.2-2.

Annual Operations per NBEG
Table 4.2-13 depicts the results of the Annual Operations per NBEG method.
Table 4.2-13 McNamara Terminal Annual Operations per NBEG Method

Year

Annual
Operations1

Annual
Operations/Gate

Required
McNamara
NBEG

2005
2010
2015
2025

443,076
505,303
558,842
674,214

3,564*
4,200
4,200
4,200

122
120
133
161

Source: FAA Terminal Area Forecast, Jacobsen/Daniels Associates, 2006.
*Calculated Data
1/ Operations per terminal are calculated from Table 4.2-1 and 4.2-2
McNamara Operations represent Northwest Airlines and its alliance partners, Lufthansa and British Airways through 2008.

McNamara Gate Requirements Analysis Results
Table 4.2-14 shows a summary of the gate requirements derived from the different methodologies
and the recommended future gate requirement for this planning exercise. Based on this information
and discussions with NWA, it was determined that a future gate requirement would be recommended
that represented an average of the two methods, taking into consideration NWA’s anticipated
development scenarios.
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Table 4.2-14 McNamara Terminal NBEG Gate Requirements Summary
Method

2005

2010

2015

2025

Annual Enplanements per NBEG
Annual Operations per NBEG

122
122

102
120

115
133

147
161

Recommended Future Gate Requirement

122

110

123

152

Source: FAA Terminal Area Forecast, Jacobsen/Daniels Associates, 2006.
*Calculated Data

4.2.3.3

North Terminal Future Gate Requirements

North Terminal
The methodologies employed by this analysis to determine future gate requirements include:
o
o
o
o

Annual Enplanements per NBEG
Peak Month Enplanements per NBEG
Annual Operations per NBEG
Peak Month Average Day Operations per NBEG

Annual Enplanements per NBEG
Table 4.2-15 depicts the results of the Annual Enplanements per NBEG method.
Table 4.2-15 North Terminal Annual Enplanements per NBEG Method

Year

Annual
Enplanements1

Annual
Enplanements/
Gate

Required North
NBEG

2005
2008
2010
2015
2025

2,985,972
3,285,071
3,543,312
3,979,322
5,015,772

85,313*
117,324*
160,000
160,000
160,000

35
28
22*
25*
31*

Source: FAA Terminal Area Forecast, Jacobsen/Daniels Associates, 2006. *Calculated Data
1/ Enplanements per terminal are calculated from Table 4.2-1 and 4.2-2.
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Peak Month Enplanements per NBEG
Table 4.2-16 depicts the results of the Peak Month (PM) Enplanements per NBEG method.
Table 4.2-16 North Terminal Peak Month Enplanements per NBEG

Year

Peak Month
Enplanements1

PM Annual
Enplanements/Gate

Required North
NBEG

2005
2008
2010
2015
2025

253,808
272,432
301,182
338,242
426,341

7,252
9,730
9,730
9,730
9,730

35
28
31
35
44

Source: FAA Terminal Area Forecast, Jacobsen/Daniels Associates, 2006. *Calculated Data
1/ Peak Month enplanements are calculated as 8.5% of the annual enplanements from 4.2-1 and 4.2-2.

Annual Operations per NBEG
Table 4.2-17 depicts the results of the Annual Operations per NBEG method.
Table 4.2-17 North Terminal Annual Operations per NBEG Method

Year

North Annual
Operations1

Annual
Operations/Gate

Required North
NBEG

2005
2010
2015
2025

79,873
92,591
102,322
123,210

2,282
5,000
5,000
5,000

35
19
20
25

Source: FAA Terminal Area Forecast, Jacobsen/Daniels Associates, 2006.
*Calculated Data
McNamara Operations represent Northwest Airlines and its alliance partners, Lufthansa and British Airways through 2010.
1/ Operations per terminal are calculated from 4.2-1 and 4.2-2.

Peak Month Average Day Operations per NBEG
Table 4.2-18 depicts the results of the Peak Month Average Day (PMAD) Operations per NBEG
analysis.
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Table 4.2-18 North Terminal PMAD Operations per NBEG Method

Year

PMAD
Operations

PMAD
Operations/Gate

Required North
NBEG

2005
2008
2010
2015
2025

239
260
272
300
362

6.83*
9.29*
9.29
9.29
9.29

35
28
29*
32*
39*

Source: Official Airline Guide, Jacobsen/Daniels Associates, 2006. *Calculated Data
1/ Peak Month Average Day Operations are taken from Table 4.2-1 and 4.2-2.
2/ Peak Month Average Day Operations per Gate has been determined by dividing the PMAD operations by the planned number of gates in
2008. This ratio is assumed to remain consistent over the planning horizon.

North Terminal Gate Requirements Analysis Results
Table 4.2-19 shows a summary of the gate requirements derived from the different methodologies.
Based on this information and discussions with WCAA staff and Airline representatives, it was
determined that a future gate requirement would be recommended that represented an average of the
methods.
Table 4.2-19 North Terminal NBEG Requirements Summary
Method

2005

2010

2015

2025

Annual Enplanements per NBEG
Peak Month Enplanements per NBEG
Annual Operations per NBEG
PMAD Operations per NBEG

35
35
35
35

22
31
19
29

25
35
20
32

31
44
25
39

Recommended Future Gate Requirement

35

29

32

39

Source: FAA Terminal Area Forecast, Jacobsen/Daniels Associates, 2006. *Calculated Data
1/ Operations and enplanements per terminal are calculated from 4.2-1 and 4.2-2.

4.2.2.6

Future Gate Requirement Summary

Future gate requirements have been analyzed for each of the terminal areas. Consultation with
Northwest Airlines, along with the analyses presented, revealed that some level of growth can be
accommodated through increased gate utilization at the McNamara Terminal. The remaining growth
will require expansion of the McNamara Terminal Concourses by a total of 30 additional NBEG
through the planning horizon (2025).
The peak month average day (PMAD) operations per gate ratio is the preferred method for
establishing future gate requirements for the North Terminal. The results of the other methodologies
were used to benchmark the results of the preferred method. Similar to the McNamara Terminal,
some level of growth at the North Terminal may also be accommodated through increased gate
utilization. However, since the operating characteristics of the carriers operating at the North
Terminal are different at DTW than Northwest Airlines, the need for additional North Terminal gates
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is anticipated. The projected growth in activity through the planning period will require expansion of
the North Terminal Concourse to accommodate approximately 10 new NBEG. .
Table 4.2-20 summarizes the future NBEG requirements.
Table 4.2-20

Recommended DTW Future NBEG Requirement
2005

2010

2015

2025

McNamara Terminal

122

110

123

152

North Terminal

35

29

32

39

Source: FAA Terminal Area Forecast, Jacobsen/Daniels Associates, 2006.

4.2.3

Passenger Terminal Building Areas

In this analysis, terminal building facilities are discussed as two distinct areas, the Terminal
Processor and Concourses. The terminal processor contains all of the functions required to process
passengers and in the case of outbound passengers, clear them through security. This area of the
building encompasses the terminal curbfront, ticketing/check-in facilities, baggage claim, security
screening FIS and airline back office space. The concourse area starts after the security screening
checkpoint and includes concession areas, common corridors and gate hold rooms.
For purposes of this exercise, the development of a detailed terminal building area space program
was determined to be more appropriately completed during subsequent planning phases of any
terminal expansion project. Therefore, this analysis focused on broad-level methodology typically
used to calculate overall terminal building sizes, FAA Advisory Circular Planning criteria and the
activity forecasts developed in Section 3 - Forecast of Aviation Activity; all while considering
ongoing industry standards and technology developments.
Both terminals were analyzed
independently due to the type of airline operations associated with each (i.e. hub v. spoke or point-topoint). Once analyzed, the results were then discussed with the airlines to better understand the
comparison of anticipated space requirements resulting from the analysis and the technology and
operational strategies of the airlines that operate in the terminals. The following outlines the initial
analysis and results, along with a description of how they were interpreted and translated into future
terminal building requirements.

4.2.3.1

McNamara Terminal

In 2005, the McNamara Terminal Complex (Terminal Processor and Concourses) encompassed
approximately 2,378,600 square feet of building area and supported 122 gates. This equates to a
factor of 19,496 square feet per gate, which is in line with the industry average of 20,000 square feet
of building area per gate and reflects the efficiency of a hub terminal complex with a large number of
gates. Table 4.2-21 below illustrates ratios of square footages per gate pre-9/11, before expansion of
Concourses B and C, and in 2004 and 2005.
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Table 4.2-21

McNamara Terminal Activity Levels & Associated Metrics

Year

Gates

Terminal
Square Footage

Terminal Square
Footage/Gate

2000
2002
2004
2005

71
97
106
122

1,755,274
2,149,475
2,294,773
2,378,600

24,722
22,159
21,649
19,496

Source: Wayne County Airport Authority, Jacobsen/Daniels Associates, 2006.

This metric of square footage per gate was first applied to the future gate requirements to derive an
overall future space requirement. Table 4.2-25 depicts the calculation of total passenger terminal
space needed for each planning horizon assuming a 20,000 square feet per gate planning factor.
Table 4.2-22 McNamara Terminal Building Square Foot per Gate Requirements

Year

McNamara
Terminal Gates

McNamara
Terminal Sq Ft

2005
2010
2015
2025

122
110
123
152

2,378,600
2,200,000*
2,460,000*
3,040,000*

Source: Wayne County Airport Authority, Jacobsen/Daniels Associates, 2006.
*Calculated

In addition to the metric described above, the area per enplanement was also calculated. To achieve
this, the FAA planning criteria contained in AC 150/5360-13 were reviewed and compared to the
utilization of existing terminal areas at the Airport to evaluate their reasonableness for estimating
future terminal space. The FAA criteria suggest that the gross terminal area should provide between
0.08 to 0.12 square feet per annual enplaning passenger.
In 2005, the McNamara Terminal operated with a ratio of 0.16 square feet per enplaned passenger,
which is approximately 30% higher than FAA guidance. Over time, as activity increases, it is
expected that the ratio of building area to enplaned passenger will become closer to the FAA
guidance because the terminal building will not need to be expanded significantly. Of course, the
concourses will need to be expanded to accommodate the additional gate requirement discussed
earlier in this Section. Table 4.2-23 depicts the calculation of total passenger terminal space needed
for each planning period assuming a gradual reduction from 0.16 square feet per enplaned passenger
to 0.12 square feet per enplaned passenger.
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Table 4.2-23 McNamara Terminal – Existing and Future Utilization Characteristics

Year

Annual Enplanements

Terminal Building
Area (Sq Ft)

Terminal Area per
Enplanement (Sq Ft)

2005
2010
2015
2025

15,243,407
16,867,474
19,035,842
24,247,775

2,378,600
2,378,600
2,684,400*
2,909,700*

.16*
.14
.14
.12

Source: Jacobsen/Daniels Associates, 2006.
*Calculated

Once an estimate of the overall space requirements was derived, a more detailed evaluation of the
Terminal Processor was performed. Concourse area expansions are best defined by the number of
gates required, and therefore have been adequately determined and described in the previous section.
Specific areas for hold rooms, additional common spaces and additional concessions areas will be
defined during advanced planning and schematic design when the expansion is needed.
Passenger processing components of each terminal underwent further scrutiny in order to understand
how much of the gross building area should be allocated to these components. These components are
discussed briefly below.

Terminal Ticketing Positions
Airline ticketing areas include airline administrative spaces, airline ticket counters and public
queuing areas. There are three resources used to process passengers in the terminal departures level:
full service in-line kiosks, stand-alone kiosks and traditional ticket agents. In 2005 the McNamara
Terminal had 96 operational ticket counters and ten unused counters in the terminal building, with
another 14 operational ticket counters in the parking garage. Of these 120 counters, 58 of them are
dedicated to international passenger activity. In addition to these counter positions within the
terminal building, there were two banks of remote e-ticket baggage check-in counters with eight
positions each. Along the curb front there are four check-in areas with eight counter positions each,
with only 16 currently being utilized. The terminal building and the parking garage have a total of 25
e-ticket kiosk to service passengers with carry-on baggage.
To simplify the analysis of ticketing areas, it was assumed that all check-in options are equal and that
all passengers are equal in type. Furthermore, a range of passenger processing times, 0.5 minutes
(kiosk) to 5.9 minutes (international) per passenger was utilized.
With the full utilization of all counter and kiosk infrastructure currently present, the terminal area
would have a total of 193 passenger check-in units (counters or kiosks), which, at an average
processing rate of 2.6-minutes per passenger, could process 4,454 peak hour passengers (PH Pax).
At a processing rate of 2-minutes per passenger, the terminal could process 5,790 PH Pax and as
much as 7,720 PH Pax at 1.5-minutes per passenger. The peak hour passenger forecast activity for
2025 is approximately 6,500 PH Pax.
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Security Screening Check Point Stations
The McNamara Terminal is currently equipped with 17 Security Screening Check Point (SSCP)
stations, including 2 SSCP stations at the Westin Hotel location, which can each process
approximately 200 passengers per hour. Assuming 15 SSCP stations are operablein the peak hour,
3,000 passengers can be processed. The Westin Hotel locations have been excluded for this analysis
because that location is reserved for the convenience of the hotel guests and cannot be presumed to
serve a significant number of passengers during the peak period. In 2025, the McNamara Terminal
will need 12 additional SSCP lanes to accommodate demand and maintain a high level of service in
the peak hour. Another way that increased activity can be accommodated is through an increased
rate of SSCP processing. Overall, it is believed that there is adequate space in the terminal ticketing
area to accommodate additional SSCP stations, especially given the trend toward self service ticket
kiosks in lieu of ticket counters. The need for less ticket counters allows additional SSCP stations to
replace ticket counters within the terminal building.

Baggage Processing Facilities
In-Line Baggage Processing
Northwest Airlines (NWA) is in the process of expanding its current baggage processing facilities to
accommodate future demand. By 2010 a new multi-story building within the McNamara Terminal
Area is expected to have a fully integrated in-line baggage screening system with Explosive
Detection System (EDS) machines, Explosives Trace Detection (ETD) equipment, bag screening and
search rooms and related TSA support/ancillary spaces. The upgrade will also include large-scale
expansion/addition to the Luggage Handling System (LHS), as required for inline screening of all
checked luggage, and related modifications to the existing LHS and related control system. It is
expected that the new baggage processing facility will be able to accommodate the anticipated
equipment needed to accommodate the demand throughout the planning horizon.

Baggage Claim
Standard Baggage claim units can process 13 bags per minute. In 2005, the McNamara Terminal had
eleven baggage claim units which can process approximately 8,580 bags in an hour. In 2025, Peak
O&D activity at the McNamara Terminal will not warrant any additional baggage claim units.

International Federal Inspection Services (FIS) Facilities
In 2005, The McNamara Terminal had 12 international arrival gates that connected to the FIS
facilities. Maximum peak hour utilization of the 12 international gates for an ADG V aircraft (400
seats), could generate as many as 4,800 peak hour passengers. The FIS space can accommodate
more than 35 INS piggyback booths, which could process approximately 4,000 passengers per hour.
The facility also has expansion capabilities for nine international baggage claims, which could
process over 7,000 bags per hour. The international peak hour passenger activity forecast for 2025
can easily be accommodated with the existing FIS facilities.
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4.2.3.2

McNamara Terminal Building Area Requirements

The various metrics and analysis results were discussed with the airlines to better understand the
comparison of anticipated space requirements resulting from the analysis and the technology and
operational strategies of the airlines that operate in the terminals. It was the general consensus of the
Airlines, WCAA and the Master Plan Team that expansion of the terminal building area would occur
primarily through concourse expansion to provide additional gates.
It was not deemed imperative to plan for future expansion of the McNamara Terminal passenger
processing areas. Advances in technology (e-ticket, etc) to reduce processing times, current plans for
in-line baggage screening, flexibility within the ticket lobby and SSCP areas and an overall focus on
reducing space requirements will likely offset the growth in passengers over the planning horizon.
Therefore, there are no terminal building expansions identified within the planning horizon.

4.2.3.3

North Terminal

Table 4.2-24 below illustrates the ratio of square footages per gate for the existing terminal
conditions. As of 2005 the new North Terminal Area (Terminal Processor and Concourses) has been
designed to encompass approximately 734,000 square feet of building area to support 26 active gates,
with five inactive gates in 2008 (the Smith/Berry Terminals have approximately 600,000 square feet
combined). This equates to a factor of 28,230 square feet per gate, which is greater than the industry
average of 20,000 square feet of terminal area per gate, and reflects the general inefficiency of a
smaller terminal development as well as certain design inefficiencies that are driven by the site
constraints of a long, narrow, single-loaded terminal envelope.
Table 4.2-24 North Terminal Activity Levels & Associated Metrics

Year

Gates

North Terminal
Square Footage

North Terminal Square
Footage/Gate

2000
2004
2005

33
31
31

658,601
606,241
606,241

19,958*
19,556*
19,556*

Source: Wayne County Airport Authority, Jacobsen/Daniels Associates, 2006, *Calculated

Expansion of the North Terminal will likely come in the form of a new double loaded concourse.
The industry standard of 20,000 square feet per gate was first applied to the future gate requirements
to derive an overall future space requirement. Table 4.2-25 depicts the calculation of total passenger
terminal space needed for each planning horizon, assuming a 20,000 square feet per gate planning
factor. For a double-loaded concourse with maximum efficiency, in 2025 a total of 780,000 SF
would be required.
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Table 4.2-25 North Terminal Square Foot per Gate Requirements

Year
2005
2008
2010
2015
2025

North Terminal
Gates
31
26
29
32
39

North Terminal
Sq Ft
606,241
520,000*
580,000*
640,000*
780,000*

Source: Jacobsen/Daniels Associates, 2006, *Calculated

Again, the area per enplanement was also calculated as a metric for determining future needs.
Comparing the planned area to the FAA criteria of between 0.08 to 0.12 square feet per annual
enplaning passenger suggests the existing North Terminal is almost twice the FAA criteria at .21
square feet per annual enplaned passenger.
It may be unreasonable to assume that a terminal used by spoke and point-to-point carriers would be
able to accommodate as many passengers per square feet as a terminal used by a hub carrier.
Nonetheless, over time, as activity increases, it is reasonable to expect the utilization of the north
terminal to improve to around .16 square feet per enplaned passenger. Table 4.2-26 depicts the
calculation of total passenger terminal space needed for each planning horizon assuming a 0.16
square feet per enplanement planning factor. Future requirements are determined by using the
existing utilization metrics and applying them against future estimates of gates and enplanements.
These calculations show that no additional terminal area will be required until after 2015.
Table 4.2-26 North Terminal – Existing and Future Utilization Characteristics

Year

Annual Enplanements

Terminal Building
Area (Sq Ft)

Terminal Area per
Enplanement (Sq Ft)

2005
2008
2010
2015
2025

2,985,972
4,000,000 (PAL1)
3,543,312
3,979,322
5,015,772

606,241
734,000
637,800*
716,300*
802,500*

.21*
.18*
.18
.18
.16

Source: Jacobsen/Daniels Associates, 2006.
*Calculated

Once an estimate of the overall space requirements was derived, a more detailed look at the Terminal
Processor was performed. Concourse area expansions are better defined by the number of gates
required, and therefore have been adequately determined and described in the previous section.
Specific areas for hold rooms, additional common spaces and additional concessions areas will be
defined at a later time when the expansion is needed.
Passenger processing components of each terminal underwent further analysis in order to understand
how much of the gross building area should be allocated to these components.
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Terminal Ticketing Positions
Airline ticketing areas include airline administrative spaces, airline ticket counters and public
queuing areas. There are three resources used to process passengers at the ticket counter: full service
in-line kiosks, stand-alone kiosks and traditional ticket agents. The current airlines have a
combination of kiosks and ticket agents to support the demand. Spirit Airlines, however, is planning
to have all common use kiosks, while international counters were assumed to have all traditional
agents. There are a total of 26 common use counters for additional airline activity. For 2025, the
North Terminal is designed to accommodate future activity with 58 ticket counters and 48 e-ticket
Positions.10 New entrant carriers will either utilize existing space currently occupied by the WCAA
(26 positions). To accommodate future demand the WCAA has planned for an expansion to the
building to the north and south in order to add new airline offices and ticket counters. It is believed
that this expansion will accommodate any future needs.

Security Screening Check Point Stations
For 2025, the proposed North Terminal will be equipped with 12 SSCP stations which can process
2,400 passengers per hour. This will be appropriate to accommodate demand in 2025. Increased
activity can be accommodated through increased rate of SSCP processing or longer wait times.

Baggage Processing
In-Line Baggage Processing
When completed in the fall of 2008, the North Terminal will have eight in-line EDS machines. In
2025, eight EDS machines will be needed to accommodate the projected baggage processing
demand. Therefore, no additional baggage processing requirements are anticipated.

Baggage Claim
Standard Baggage claim units can process 13 bags per minute. The North Terminal will have five
baggage claim units, which can process approximately 3,900 bags in an hour. In 2025 Peak O&D
activity at the North Terminal will not warrant any additional baggage claim units.

International Federal Inspection Services (FIS) Facilities
The proposed FIS facilities for the new North Terminal include seven INS piggyback booths, which
can process 700 passengers in the peak hour. The aviation forecast for 2025 indicates as many as
three international flights in the peak hour. This translates into as many as 800 passengers in the
peak hour based on current aircraft operating characteristics and high-load factors. For planning
purposes, it is appropriate to be prepared to add two additional (up to a total of nine) INS piggyback
booths and supporting facilities in order to efficiently accommodate the projected future demand and
provide an acceptable levels of service throughout the planning period. These facilities can be added
within the existing FIS area and may not necessarily require expansion of the terminal.

10

DTW NTR Simulation White Paper, HNTB, 2006
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4.2.3.4

North Terminal Building Area Requirements

The various metrics and analysis results were discussed with the airlines to better understand the
comparison of anticipated space requirements resulting from the analysis and the technology and
operational strategies of the airlines that operate in the terminals. Expansion of the North Terminal
will consist primarily of expansion of the concourse in order to provide additional gates.
It was not deemed imperative to plan for future expansion of the North Terminal passenger
processing areas, beyond what has already been planned for in the initial design of the facility.
Advances in technology (e-ticket, etc) to reduce processing times, current plans for in-line baggage
screening, flexibility within the ticket lobby and SSCP areas and an overall focus on reducing space
requirements will likely offset the growth in passengers over the planning horizon. Therefore, there
are no additional terminal building area requirements identified within the planning horizon.

4.2.4

Summary of Terminal Facilities Requirements

A summary of DTW terminal facilities requirements are listed below.
¾ McNamara Terminal:
o 30 additional NBEG Gates required
¾ North Terminal11:
o 10 additional NBEG Gates required

11

Facilities Requirements based on North Terminal opening in 2008.
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4.3

Surface Transportation Facilities

This section describes requirements for the surface transportation facilities at the Airport. The
regional roadway network, on-airport circulation roadways, terminal and ground transportation
curbfronts, public and employee parking, and rental car facilities are the principal components of the
surface transportation system at DTW. The capacity and reliability of this system will determine the
level of service provided to air travelers for the ground access segment of their trip.
For purposes of this Master Plan, the preferred airfield, terminal and support facilities concepts will
dictate surface transportation facility development and improvement needs. In general, when
evaluating surface transportation concepts, the following criteria were considered.
¾ Must balance the long-term airfield, terminal and ground access capability at the Airport,
¾ Must be cost-effective from a construction, operational and maintenance perspective,
¾ Should cause minimal impact to Airport operations and neighboring communities.
The following sections describe the estimated demand and future facility requirements for each of the
components of the surface transportation system at DTW. Exhibit 4.3-1 shows all of the Surface
Transportation Facilities.

4.3.1

Airport Access and Circulation

4.3.1.1

Access Roadways Existing Conditions

The primary access to the DTW terminal area for passengers is Rogell Drive, via Merriman Road, on
the north side of the Airport and John Dingell Drive via Eureka Road on the south side of the
Airport. Alternative access is provided via Goddard Road and the West Service Drive from the west
and Goddard Road/Lucas Drive and the East Service Drive from the east. Once inside the terminal
core, Rogell Drive (four-lanes) provides access to the Blue Deck parking garage, arrival and
departure levels of the Smith Terminal, with John Dingell Drive (two-lanes) providing access to the
McNamara parking structure and the arrival and departure levels of the McNamara Terminal. This
system also leads to on-airport parking facilities. Traffic heading toward the southern end of the
Airport and the McNamara Terminal exit to the left onto John Dingell Drive and continue south
before splitting into the three McNamara roadway levels. John Dingell Drive also serves as a
southbound exit from the terminal core area.
Access to the Berry Terminal is accomplished via Burton Drive from either the west Service Drive or
Rogell Drive. Short-term parking is located adjacent to the terminal with entrances prior to the curb
front. Daily parking is also available within walking distance to the Berry Terminal and may be
accessed from Rogell Drive or adjacent to the Berry Terminal curbfront.
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4.3.1.2

Access Roadways Future Facility Requirements

Roadway requirements are primarily determined by the number of vehicles per lane that can pass
through the roadway, or capacity per lane. A definition of capacity per lane for various types of
roadways is outlined in Advisory Circular 150/5360-13- Planning and Design Guidelines for Airport
Terminal Facilities.
The existing conditions data were used to determine future demand through 2025 using
predetermined growth rates of 2.9% for the first five-year period, and then 2.4% for each remaining
period. Table 4.3-1 depicts the Average Daily Traffic demand. Table 4.3-2 depicts the peak hour
traffic. Table 4.3-3 depicts the Access Roadway Demand/Capacity Ratio. This table was used to
determine the need for future roadway development by comparing the current capacity to the forecast
future demand which is the Demand/Capacity Ratio. As depicted in the tables, the current roadway
system is capable of handling Airport traffic out to the forecast date of 2025.
Table 4.3-1 Vehicular Average Daily Traffic
Location
WB Eureka Road Off Ramp
EB Eureka Road Off Ramp
WB Eureka Road On Ramp
EB Eureka Road On Ramp
S. McNamara Terminal Exit Ramp
N. McNamara Terminal Exit Ramp
McNamara International Arrival Ramp
McNamara Terminal Domestic Arrival Ramp
McNamara Terminal Domestic Departure Ramp
McNamara International Arrival Ramp
McNamara Terminal Domestic Arrival Ramp
McNamara Terminal Domestic Departure Ramp
Smith Terminal Domestic Arrival Ramp
Smith Terminal Domestic Departure Ramp
John Dingell Drive
William Rogell Drive
John Dingell Drive
William Rogell Drive
William Rogell Drive SB Cross Over
William Rogell Drive
William Rogell Drive
William Rogell Drive SB Cross Over
Goddard Drive Off Ramp
Goddard Drive On Ramp
Burton Drive East of Berry Terminal
Berry Terminal Ring Road
East Service Drive
East Service Drive
East Service Drive
Lucas Drive

Direction
NB
NB
SB
SB
SB
NB
NB
NB
NB
SB
SB
SB
SB
SB
NB
NB
SB
SB
NB
NB
SB
NB
NB
SB
WB
SB
SB
NB
SB
EB

2005
4,602
2,532
5,285
2,663
3,953
11,597
1,852
3,190
2,199
1,470
5,925
4,922
4,638
3,658
13,935
15,513
14,782
14,752
6,859
21,783
25,636
730
3,067
3,330
2,717
1,043
2,370
4,328
4,751
8,413

Sources: Jacobsen/Daniels Associates, 2006
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2010
4,735
2,605
5,438
2,740
4,068
11,933
1,906
3,283
2,263
1,513
6,097
5,065
4,773
3,764
14,339
15,963
15,211
15,180
7,058
22,415
26,379
751
3,156
3,427
2,796
1,073
2,439
4,454
4,889
8,657

2015
4,849
2,668
5,569
2,806
4,165
12,220
1,951
3,361
2,317
1,549
6,243
5,186
4,887
3,854
14,683
16,346
15,576
15,544
7,227
22,953
27,013
769
3,232
3,509
2,863
1,099
2,497
4,560
5,006
8,865

2025
5,085
2,798
5,839
2,942
4,368
12,813
2,046
3,525
2,430
1,624
6,546
5,438
5,124
4,042
15,397
17,140
16,332
16,299
7,578
24,068
28,325
807
3,389
3,679
3,002
1,152
2,619
4,782
5,249
9,295

Wayne County Airport Authority
DTW Master Plan

Table 4.3-2 Vehicular Peak Hour Traffic
Location
WB Eureka Road Off Ramp
EB Eureka Road Off Ramp
WB Eureka Road On Ramp
EB Eureka Road On Ramp
S. McNamara Terminal Exit Ramp
N. McNamara Terminal Exit Ramp
McNamara International Arrival Ramp
McNamara Terminal Domestic Arrival Ramp
McNamara Terminal Domestic Departure Ramp
McNamara International Arrival Ramp
McNamara Terminal Domestic Arrival Ramp
McNamara Terminal Domestic Departure Ramp
Smith Terminal Domestic Arrival Ramp
Smith Terminal Domestic Departure Ramp
John Dingell Drive
William Rogell Drive
John Dingell Drive
William Rogell Drive
William Rogell Drive SB Cross Over
William Rogell Drive
William Rogell Drive
William Rogell Drive SB Cross Over
Goddard Drive Off Ramp
Goddard Drive On Ramp
Burton Drive East of Berry Terminal
Berry Terminal Ring Road
East Service Drive
East Service Drive
East Service Drive
Lucas Drive

Direction
NB
NB
SB
SB
SB
NB
NB
NB
NB
SB
SB
SB
SB
SB
NB
NB
SB
SB
NB
NB
SB
NB
NB
SB
WB
SB
SB
NB
SB
EB

2005
608
258
719
274
481
1,119
306
528
240
218
544
485
458
414
1,330
1,121
1,277
1,190
704
1,703
1,923
69
226
239
273
142
164
355
239
514

Sources: Jacobsen/Daniels Associates, 2006
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2010
626
265
740
282
495
1,151
315
543
247
224
560
499
471
426
1,369
1,154
1,314
1,225
724
1,752
1,979
71
233
246
281
146
169
365
246
529

2015
641
272
758
289
507
1,179
322
556
253
230
573
511
483
436
1,401
1,181
1,346
1,254
742
1,794
2,026
73
238
252
288
150
173
374
252
542

2025
672
285
794
303
531
1,236
338
583
265
241
601
536
506
457
1,469
1,239
1,411
1,315
778
1,882
2,125
76
250
264
302
157
181
392
264
568

Wayne County Airport Authority
DTW Master Plan

Table 4.3-3 Access Roadway Demand/Capacity Ratios
Location
WB Eureka Road Off Ramp
EB Eureka Road Off Ramp
WB Eureka Road On Ramp
EB Eureka Road On Ramp
S. McNamara Terminal Exit Ramp
N. McNamara Terminal Exit Ramp
McNamara International Arrival Ramp
McNamara Terminal Domestic Arrival Ramp
McNamara Terminal Domestic Departure Ramp
McNamara International Arrival Ramp
McNamara Terminal Domestic Arrival Ramp
McNamara Terminal Domestic Departure Ramp
Smith Terminal Domestic Arrival Ramp
Smith Terminal Domestic Departure Ramp
John Dingell Drive
William Rogell Drive
John Dingell Drive
William Rogell Drive
William Rogell Drive SB Cross Over
William Rogell Drive
William Rogell Drive
William Rogell Drive SB Cross Over
Goddard Drive Off Ramp
Goddard Drive On Ramp
Burton Drive East of Berry Terminal
Berry Terminal Ring Road
East Service Drive
East Service Drive
East Service Drive
Lucas Drive

Direction
NB
NB
SB
SB
SB
NB
NB
NB
NB
SB
SB
SB
SB
SB
NB
NB
SB
SB
NB
NB
SB
NB
NB
SB
WB
SB
SB
NB
SB
EB

Capacity
1,200
1,200
1,200
1,200
2,400
2,400
900
900
900
900
900
900
2,400
2,400
2,400
3,600
2,400
2,400
1,200
3,600
4,800
1,200
900
900
2,700
2,700
2,400
2,400
2,400
3,600

2025 Demand
672
285
794
303
531
1,236
338
583
265
241
601
536
506
457
1,469
1,239
1,411
1,315
778
1,882
2,125
76
250
264
302
157
181
392
264
568

D/C Ratio
0.56
0.24
0.66
0.25
0.22
0.52
0.38
0.65
0.29
0.27
0.67
0.60
0.21
0.19
0.61
0.34
0.59
0.55
0.65
0.52
0.44
0.06
0.28
0.29
0.11
0.06
0.08
0.16
0.11
0.16

Sources: Jacobsen/Daniels Associates, 2006

4.3.2

Terminal Curb Front Area

4.3.2.1

Terminal Curb Front Existing Conditions

Smith Terminal Curb Front Existing Conditions
In the current Smith Terminal configuration, the arrival and departure curb fronts are separated
horizontally into upper and lower levels. In addition the arrival curb front is divided horizontally by
multiple medians. Departing passenger drop-off is located on the upper level adjacent to the terminal,
while arriving passengers use the lower roadway system. Three lanes on the lower roadway are
dedicated to the Ground Transportation Center (GTC) and are separated by one median. The upper
roadway is used for departures and has a width of three lanes. The two inner lanes are used for
curbside drop-off and the outer lane is for bypassing traffic. During peak periods police monitor
these lanes to minimize extended dwell times and congestion.
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McNamara Terminal Curb Front Existing Conditions
The McNamara Terminal curb front system consists of three separate levels and a GTC. The
Terminal is situated in a north-south orientation. The roadway system splits into three separate curbs
when approaching the Terminal, each for specific curbside operations. The upper level provides for
international and domestic departures. The middle level curb front is dedicated to domestic arrivals.
The lower level curb front provides for international arrivals. The McNamara GTC is located on the
middle level adjacent to the Terminal.

Berry Terminal Curb Front Existing Conditions
The Berry Terminal curb front consists of approximately 425 feet of linear space. All modes of
transportation use this curb front. Both pick-up and drop-off functions are accommodated on this
single curb, and access to the Terminal is accomplished via Burton Drive from either the west
Service Drive or Rogell Drive. Short-term parking is located adjacent to the Terminal, with entrances
prior to the curb front. The Yellow Lot also provides parking to customers and is within walking
distance of the Terminal. Commercial vehicles stage along the southern section of curb, while private
vehicles tend to use the northern section. Terminal and parking shuttles use the curb adjacent to the
short-term parking lot east of the Terminal building.

4.3.2.2

Summary of Terminal Curb Front Future Requirements

The curb front facility requirements are a function of three characteristics:
¾ The total number of vehicles using the curb front during the peak hour (demand)
¾ The physical length of each vehicle type, including maneuvering space (vehicle length)
¾ The average time vehicles queue at the curb front (dwell time)
In order to forecast curb front requirements, key assumptions must be made to provide all the needed
information to perform the “foot-minute” calculations. For the purpose of this effort, it is assumed
that all dwell times and vehicle lengths will remain constant throughout the forecast horizon. In
addition, it is assumed that parking, rental car and other shuttles will maintain the same frequency,
therefore producing similar peak hour demand volumes. Although these assumptions are necessary
to develop a forecast, it should be stated that changes in Airport landside operations, passenger mode
choice, changes in ground access provider operations, and the somewhat unknown effect a dualterminal facility will have on the Airport’s landside operations all may alter the use of the curb in
ways that are not reflected here. This forecast is meant to provide a guide to the overall curb
requirements. Flexibility should be built into the terminal concepts that allow the curb front
operations to adapt to changes in mode split and operations. Some potentially significant impacts to
the curb that are not included in the forecast are as follows:
The McNamara Terminal curb activity will require approximately 2,994 feet of linear curb for arrival
activity and 1,092 feet of linear curb for departure activity, for a total of 4,086 linear feet. The North
Terminal curb activity will require 3,151 linear feet of curb for arrivals activities and 499 linear feet
for departures. A total of 3,650 linear feet of curb will be required to accommodate these operations.
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The Berry Terminal curb will require 566 linear feet for arrival and departure activities. Because the
Berry Terminal is closing, this requirement will be combined with the Smith Terminal curb
requirement to form the requirement for the new North Terminal.

4.3.3

Parking Facilities

4.3.3.1

On-Airport Parking Facilities Existing Capacity

DTW currently offers 18,356 on-airport public parking spaces that are located in a combination of
parking garages and surface lots. These spaces serve two terminal areas, the McNamara Terminal
and the North Terminal.

4.3.3.2

On-Airport Parking Facilities Future Demand

The results of the forecast of parking space needs, organized by the terminal complex, can be found
in Table 4.3-4.
Table 4.3-4 On-Airport Parking Facilities Future Demand
Facility
McNamara
Capacity (Spaces)
Requirement (Spaces)
Surplus/Shortfall (Spaces)

2005

2025

10,070
13,232
-3,162

10,070
21,262
-11,192

North Terminal (Smith/Berry Terminals,
Green and Yellow Lots)
Capacity (Spaces)
Requirement (Spaces)
Surplus/Shortfall (Spaces)

8,286
6,749
1537

8,555
10,845
-2,290

Source: Jacobsen/Daniels Associates, 2006

4.3.3.3

Employee Parking Existing Conditions

Employee parking currently consists of 8,180 parking spaces in the two primary employee parking
lots located on-airport. The north employee lot, which is situated adjacent to the Wayne County
Airport Maintenance Facilities just off of West Airport Drive, has approximately 3,000 parking
spaces. The south employee lot, which is located off of Eureka Road just East of the South Airport
entrance, has approximately 5,000 parking spaces. Three additional lots, Lot 17, Lot 19 and Lot 20
are located adjacent to the Smith Terminal and provide approximately 180 spaces primarily for
WCAA employees. Currently DTW has not reached capacity for employee parking and on occasion
utilizes unused employee parking spaces for other revenue-producing purposes. Consultation with
WCAA and Northwest Airlines indicate that the two primary employee parking lots utilize
approximately 45% of the current capacity. This is a result of the airlines and concessionaires
schedule employees throughout the day instead of in traditional shifts two or three times a day. For
planning purposes, it is assumed that there is a current demand for approximately 3,681 employee
spaces, or approximately 45% of the total spaces available today.
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4.3.3.4

Employee Parking Future Demand

Employee parking facility requirements were developed based on the correlation of total annual
enplanements to required parking spaces and projected for the forecast planning years based on the
forecast of total annual enplanements. Taking into account the estimated demand for employee
parking spaces today, the relation between the existing 2005 annual enplanements and existing
demand for employee parking stalls yields a planning factor of approximately 0.20 employee parking
spaces per 1,000 annual enplanements. Table 4.3-5 summarizes parking requirements for the
forecast years for employees at DTW.
Table 4.3-5 Employee Parking Facilities Requirements
Annual Enplanements
Estimated Demand for Parking Spaces
Estimated ratio of spaces per thousand enplanements

2005
17,710,570
3681
0.20*

2025
29,263,547
5,950
0.20

Source: Jacobsen/Daniels Associates, 2006
* calculated

Future demand for employee parking spaces is actually less than the number of spaces available
today. As a result, there is no requirement for additional employee parking spaces at DTW.

4.3.4

Rental Car

Currently, there is demand for additional land to support rental car operations at DTW. There is not
enough room in the current rental car campus for all of the rental car companies that wish to operate
on-airport. Thrifty Rental Car operates from an off-airport location. Enterprise Rental Car utilizes a
split operation because their on-airport site is not big enough to accommodate all of the necessary
functions. They supplement their on-airport facility with an off-airport facility. Because of this
demand for additional space, as well as a number of other benefits to the Airport, a consolidated
rental car facility (ConRAC) is being considered as part of the Master Plan.
A ConRAC feasibility study was completed by WCAA in May of 2007. The programming materials
of the feasibility study were reviewed and verified for its applicability based on the planning horizon
of the Master Plan Study. In 2005 there were a total of 968,613 rental car transactions at DTW.
Based upon an annual growth rate of 2.4%, it is forecasted that by 2025, the number of rental car
transactions will increase to 1,582,938. The size of the consolidated rental car facility is a function
of several factors including the number of rental car transactions during a peak period.
The ConRAC feasibility study concluded a total of 70 acres of land will be required initially and 84
acres of land will be required to accommodate demand beyond the planning horizon in order to meet
requirements of the rental car market at DTW. The 84 acres of future development should include
twenty-five (25) acres for ready/return parking spaces, 2 acres for a customer service building, forty
(43) acres of service area, three (3) acres for a maintenance facility and the remaining eleven (11)
acres for access roads, service roads and landscaping. The size of each component was based upon
the transaction projection along with the O&D enplanement forecast growth rates.
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4.3.5

Connectivity

One of the primary goals of the Master plan is to provide a seamless transportation system for
moving users and goods through the region and across the world. The two individual terminal cores
provide a unique connectivity challenge for users of the Airport. This challenge applies not only to
connecting the terminals themselves but for connecting the terminals to the remote elements of the
surface transportation system, such as the rental cars, automobile parking, regional transit, and hotel
shuttles. Today, these remote elements are connected via shuttle busses that traverse the roadways
and park at the curbfronts and ground transportation centers. As activity increases, the roadways,
curbs and ground transportation centers will become congested, and customer service levels will
suffer. As congestion increases it will become critical for the Airport to be able to provide safe,
reliable service between the remote facilities and the terminals. It is also important to consider that
several regional planning and economic development initiatives, including a regional rail transit
system, may result in increased regional connectivity with the Airport.
With the need for new and expanded remote facilities as well as the anticipated congestion of the
curbfronts and ground transportation centers, it is important for the Airport to consider providing
some type of Airport Transit System (ATS) in the future. This system should be able to efficiently
connect the terminals and the remote elements of the surface transportation system in a way that is
safe, reliable and is perceived as providing a high level of customer service. Customer service is
important for those passengers that are required to use the remote facilities and is also helpful in
encouraging new and different behavior that will be necessary to reduce congestion in the terminal
core, such as parking remotely.
Considerations for an ATS, include:
¾ Safe, reliable, consistently high level of customer service
¾ Reasonable headways between terminals and remote facilities
¾ Reduce congestion along curbfronts
¾ Ability to connect with other regional transit systems now or in the future
¾ Dedicated routes to avoid congestion
¾ Positive impact on air quality and a decrease of harmful emissions from road traffic with the
traffic network
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4.3.6

Summary of Surface Transportation Facility Requirements

A summary of DTW surface transportation facilities requirements is listed below:
¾ Provide additional curbfront or reduce the demand for curbfront requirements through
demand management techniques
¾ 13,000 additional on-Airport public parking spaces
¾ 84 acres of land for a consolidated rental car facility
¾ An Airport Transit System connecting the terminal areas with the remote elements of the
surface transportation system.
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4.4

Support Facilities

Support facilities are vital to the overall function and maintenance of DTW. It is important to identify
needs for these facilities in order to maintain flexibility with other airfield improvements as the
Airport expands in the future.
Support facilities, as shown in Exhibit 4.4-1, include the following:
¾ Air Cargo Facilities
¾ General Aviation/Corporate Facilities
¾ Air Traffic Control Tower
¾ Aircraft Rescue and Firefighting (ARFF) Facilities
¾ Airfield Maintenance/Snow Removal Equipment (SRE) Facilities
¾ Snow Storage
¾ Aircraft Maintenance Facilities
¾ Flight Kitchens
¾ Fuel Storage
¾ Administration Building
¾ Police Training Facility
¾ Ground Run-Up Enclosures
¾ Employee Security Screening
¾ Vehicular Security Checkpoints/Guard Posts
¾ Concessions Distribution Center
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4.4.1

Air Cargo Facilities

Air cargo activity at DTW consists of all-cargo and belly cargo carriers. All-cargo carriers transport
freight and express parcels from door-to-door using their own fleet of trucks and aircraft. The cargo
tenants at DTW which provide integrated carrier cargo services include FedEx and UPS as the largest
carrier operators at 47 and 23 percent, respectively, of the total cargo operations, as well as DHL and
Airborne Express. All-cargo carriers include Ameristar, Kalita and Kitty Hawk. In addition, there
are several regional cargo operators at DTW; however, they do not have dedicated ramp and hangar
space on the field.
Belly cargo is carried in the baggage or belly compartments of passenger airline aircraft. This type of
cargo also includes some mail, and is typically handled by the airlines.12 Several passenger airlines
offer belly cargo services, including American, Delta, Northwest, Spirit and United. Northwest is the
only passenger airline that operates all-cargo aircraft.
All-cargo carriers with major facilities at DTW include UPS and FedEx. DHL, Ameristar, Airborne
Express, Kalita, and Kitty Hawk are not included in this facility requirements discussion as they do
not have dedicated space on the airfield. The facilities for the all-cargo carriers, FedEx and UPS, are
located on opposite ends of the airfield. FedEx is located in Buildings 714, 714A, and 723, just west
of Runway 4R-22L, and UPS is located in Building 427, east of Runway 3R-21L.
FedEx’s facility currently consists of an airside cargo building in addition to a landside maintenance
hangar and an additional on-airport warehouse. UPS facilities consist of one hangar facility.
The facilities for the belly cargo carriers are primarily located on the northern portion of the airfield
adjacent to Merriman Road, with the exception of American Air Freight, which is located near the
North Terminal parking deck.
Table 4.4-1 illustrates the current all-cargo facilities and the available space for each building.

12

Since September 11, 2001 air mail restrictions have limited the types of mail carried by passenger airlines.
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Table 4.4-1 Cargo Facilities Square Footage
Building No.
All Cargo Facilities:
427
714
714A
723
Belly Cargo Facilities
513
514
515
536
536A
538
538A
610

Building Name

Gross SF

UPS Hangar
FedEx Maintenance
FedEx Warehouse
FedEx Cargo
Total

15,657
8,896
30,566
63,771
118,890

United Air Freight & US Air Maintenance
Northwest Cargo Building
U.S. Post Office
Northwest Cargo
Northwest Air Freight
Spirit Airlines Freight
Delta Cargo Building
American Air Freight
Total

13,747
57,600
61,587
36,514
20,700
33,205
17,066
74,678
315,097

Source: Jacobsen/Daniels Associates, 2006

In order to develop requirements for future facilities, the growth rate over the planning period must
be established. The forecast projected a 2.2 percent growth rate for cargo operations over the
planning period. This growth rate was applied to the belly cargo operators.
For the air-cargo operators, no separate projections are available. Therefore, the Boeing World Air
Cargo Forecast for North American cargo was used to help estimate future cargo and associated
facilities. North American cargo is projected to grow at an average rate of 4.1 percent per year over
the 20-year planning period.13 This growth-rate is applied to the all-cargo facilities because existing
cargo building utilization rates are assumed to remain similar to today’s rates. Table 4.4-2 illustrates
the resulting facility requirements for air cargo facilities at DTW.
While it is not known at this time which cargo tenants will require facility expansion later in the
planning period, total cargo facilities and their associated ramps will need to increase from 434,000
square feet to 753,000 square feet by 2025.

13

The Boeing Company, 2004/2005 World Air Cargo Forecast, 2005
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Table 4.4-2 Cargo Facility Requirements
Year

All-Cargo Facilities (SF) Belly Cargo Facilities (SF) Total Cargo Facilities (SF)

Annual Growth Rate
Existing Facilities: 1/
2005
Forecast Needs:
2010
2015
2020
2025

4.1 percent

2.2 percent

118,890

315,097

433,987

145,345
177,686
217,223
265,558

351,317
391,700
436,725
486,925

496,661
569,385
653,948
752,483

Source: CH2M HILL, 2006

4.4.2

General Aviation and Corporate Facilities

General Aviation (GA) and corporate aircraft hangars and ancillary facilities are placed in various
locations around the airfield, but primarily are consolidated to the north of Runways 21L and 21R.
Table 4.4-3 provides the buildings and square footage of the Fixed Based Operator (FBO), Signature
Flight Support and other corporate facilities located at DTW.

Table 4.4-3 General Aviation Facilities
Building No.
348
351
356
357
359
360
402
404
405
408
530

Building Name
Executive Terminal
Nomads Hangar
Corporate Flight
Signature Flight
Ford Motor Company Hangar
Metro Flight Hangar
Signature T-Hangar
Signature T-Hangar
Signature T-Hangar
Signature South Hangar
General Motors Hangar
Total

Gross SF
3,990
32,136
29,084
16,285
57,729
33,096
25,222
20,440
20,633
23,623
110,516
372,754

Source: CH2M HILL, 2006

GA and corporate operations make up only two percent of the total aircraft operations at DTW, and
are slightly declining from 2.7 percent of the total operations to 2.3 percent of the total operations by
forecast year 2025. While the percent of the total operations is declining, GA operations are still
increasing slightly by approximately 1.15 percent per year. As there is minimal growth in the GA
segment and there are no current tenant expansion plans, it is assumed that only minimal expansion
of the existing facilities is required later in the planning period.
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4.4.3

Air Traffic Control Tower

The DTW air traffic control tower (ATCT) is located midfield, adjacent to the northern end of the
McNamara Terminal. The ATCT contains a tower cab and administration offices. According to
ATCT staff, Terminal Radar Approach Control (TRACON) services are also provided within the Air
Traffic Control facility.
The 250-foot tower was built in 1992, as the tallest ATCT in the Great Lakes Region.14 ATCTs
generally have a 20-year expected lifespan; therefore, the end of the tower’s useful life is expected to
be 2012. However, as it is the FAA’s responsibility to determine whether and when a replacement
tower is needed, ATCT staff indicated that the current facilities and location are adequate through the
foreseeable future. Additional study will be necessary to determine if the addition of a fifth parallel
runway will warrant the relocation or addition of a second tower due to line-of-sight issues.
Ultimately the FAA will decide whether or not to proceed with the relocation of the existing tower or
the addition of a second tower. Plenty of possible locations exist for such scenarios. As such, the
Master Plan does not designate a specific location for a new or relocated ATCT.
It should be noted that ATC personnel cannot see aircraft operating near J-7 through J-10 at the
McNamara Terminal today. However, Northwest Airlines and ATC have an established agreement
on the control of aircraft push-back operations in this area.

4.4.4

Aircraft Rescue and Firefighting (ARFF)

The ARFF department at DTW is responsible for providing prompt emergency response to all
individuals, aircraft and facilities on Airport property. The opening of Runway 4L-22R in December
2001 and the Midfield Terminal Complex in February 2002 prompted a study of the ability of ARFF
vehicles to meet emergency response times, including an evaluation of ARFF facility locations and
long-term ARFF coverage.15 Discussions with the FAA determined that providing a perimeter
approach to ARFF facilities at the Airport would provide the best response times due to the
increasing size of the airfield. This study identified potential locations for future ARFF stations, and
ultimately determined the locations for three new facilities, as further discussed below.
There are two existing ARFF stations at the Airport, Station #2 and Station #200. Station #2
provides the primary coverage for the Airport, due to its location in the middle of the airfield,
adjacent to the FAA ATCT. Station #200 is a landside station located on West Service Drive, and
primarily serves the North Terminal Complex with limited airfield coverage. These two facilities
satisfy the needs required by the FAA for Index E standards, the highest index.16
Three locations were selected as the optimum locations in the ARFF Study based on the amount of
coverage each station could provide within the FAA mandated response time. The first planned
ARFF facility, Building 737, has been built at the Airport near the FedEx Cargo hangar. This
Detroit Metro Airport Website, available: http://www.metroairport.com/about/history.asp, June 14, 2006.
Landrum & Brown, Aircraft Rescue and Fire Fighting Facility Master Plan, January 2002.
16 Index E ARFF is required by the FAA for airports which accommodate at least five daily departures by aircraft up
to 200 feet in length (such as the B-767 and the DC-10).
14
15
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location was chosen because it allows for direct access to the airfield via Taxiway V, and direct
access to the landside via West Service Road. The second planned ARFF facility will be located
adjacent to the midpoint of Runway 9R-27L, and also offers direct access to the airfield via existing
roads, and direct access to the landside via Eureka Road. This option will require improvements to
airside access roads. The final ARFF facility will be located in the northwest corner of the airfield,
adjacent to Taxiway P and the existing Orange parking lot. This facility provides airside response via
Taxiway P, and landside response via Goddard and Middlebelt Roads, after improvements are made
to existing service roads. Two additional ARFF stations are programmed in the Airport’s current
five-year CIP. Once these final two perimeter ARFF stations are constructed, it is expected that
existing ARFF Station #2 will be closed.

4.4.5

Airfield Maintenance/Snow Removal Equipment Facilities

Airfield Maintenance/Snow Removal Equipment (SRE) facilities provide a sheltered environment for
repair and storage of airport service vehicles and equipment. These facilities help to protect valuable
Airport property from moisture, debris and other environmental contaminants. The Airfield
Maintenance/SRE facilities are located primarily in the northwest portion of the airfield west of
Taxiway Z. These facilities and their functions are listed in Table 4.4-4.
Table 4.4-4 Airfield Maintenance/Snow Removal Equipment Facilities
Building No.
611
703
703*
704
705

Building Name
Power House
Workshop and Supply Storage
Salt Dome
Equipment Repair Garage
SRE Equipment Storage
Total:

Gross SF
16,805
62,939
30,709
90,505
200,958

Source: CH2M HILL, 2006
*Adjacent to Bldg. 703

Through interviews with senior Airport maintenance staff, current use and capacity of existing
airfield maintenance facilities was established. Based on those interviews, it was determined that the
current maintenance space is adequate in the short-term, except for one noted deficiency. Building
704, the Repair Garage, needs more equipment bays for maintenance personnel to keep up with
repairs. However, with outsourcing of activities and efficiencies in work approaches, maintenance
staff has agreed that facility expansion in the near term will not be necessary.
Although no detailed analysis has been completed regarding airfield maintenance facilities, a new
runway, for example, would require the appropriate associated SRE and maintenance equipment and
thus additional facilities. Therefore, for planning purposes, it is recommended that the Airport
preserve space based on the projected average annual growth in aircraft operations over the planning
period, which is 2.2 percent. Based on this factor, an additional 110,000 square feet of space should
be reserved for additional airfield maintenance/SRE facilities over the planning period.
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4.4.6

Snow Storage

Due to the construction of the North Terminal Complex, there is a requirement for new snow storage
locations for clean and dirty snow. Based on WCAA Data and evaluation of apron area ratios as
provided in a previous report17, approximately 8.5 acres of land will be needed to accommodate the
operational needs of the Airport.
¾ 4 Acres for clean snow (174,240 s.f.)
¾ 4.5 Acres for dirty snow (196,020 s.f.; 2.5 Acres in the McNamara Terminal area and 2 Acres
at the North Terminal Complex area.

4.4.7

Aircraft Maintenance Facilities

Aircraft maintenance facilities provide a sheltered environment for repair and storage of aircraft,
ground support equipment (GSE) and other airline equipment. At DTW, Mesaba Aviation, Northwest
Airlines and American Trans Air (ATA) are the airline tenants with dedicated maintenance facilities,
as shown in Table 4.4-5.
Table 4.4-5 Aircraft Maintenance Facilities
Building No.
425
516
518
711
715
719

Building Name
Mesaba Aviation Hangar
Northwest Airlines DC-10 Hangar
Northwest Airlines B-747 Hangar
Northwest Airlines Hangar
Northwest Airlines Hangar
American Trans Air (ATA) Hangar

Gross SF
30,171
85,194
119,264
44,307
77,508
39,278
395,722

Total
Source: CH2M HILL, 2006

Currently, Northwest maintenance operations occupy 80 percent of the maintenance facilities on the
field. According to Northwest Airlines staff, operations are primarily performed in Buildings 516
and 518. Building 715 is also an aircraft maintenance hangar, but is primarily used for parking and
storage of aircraft. Due to recent consolidation of staff and equipment, Northwest has stated that it
currently has the facilities needed, including underutilized hangars, which can meet projected
demand. As such, Northwest projects no increase in their facility demands above current levels.
Mesaba has also advised they do not project an increase in facility demands. For the ATA hangar,
the ramp area is being sublet to other carriers for remain overnight (RON) parking, and the hangar is
also occasionally sublet and not otherwise utilized.
Several of the current aircraft maintenance facilities at DTW are being consolidated because of the
current airline consolidation trend. However, in order for the Airport to remain competitive and
maintain flexibility to accommodate potential future tenants, the current aircraft maintenance
17

Snow Melting Equipment Feasibility Study, Landrum & Brown, Inc. 2005
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facilities should be maintained, or replaced in-kind should they exceed their useful life. Furthermore,
space for a large or regional aircraft maintenance hangar should be reserved in the long-term
planning period to remain consistent with the goals of the Airport. Though this is not a demand
driven requirement, it is prudent planning to reserve space for any potential future carriers based on
the current airline environment.

4.4.8

Flight Kitchens

LSG Sky Chefs, Inc. provides in-flight catering services to Northwest Airlines, US Airways,
Lufthansa Airlines and USA 3000. They are currently located in Building 505. The services
provided by LSG Sky Chefs include catering, in-flight management and transport of catered goods to
and from aircraft.
The total facility size of the current flight kitchens is 106,500 square feet. Based on current
constraints identified by LSG staff and in order to meet future requirements, the previous Master
Plan identified and sited a consolidated 187,200-square-foot facility directly south of the McNamara
Terminal and on the other side of runway 9R-27L. This size is consistent with applying the ratio of
the existing facility size (plus 15 percent to accommodate existing constraints) to projected annual
operations over the planning period, as shown in Table 4.4-6.
Table 4.4-6 Flight Kitchen Requirements
Year

Operations Forecast1/

Ratio2/

Flight Kitchen Square
Feet3/

531,776
531,776

0.20
0.23

106,500
122,475

607,554
671,847
737,595
810,061

0.23
0.23
0.23
0.23

139,928
154,735
169,878
186,568

Actual
2005
2005 Requirement4/
Forecast:
2010
2015
2020
2025

Source: CH2M HILL, 2006
1/ Annual Aircraft Operations Forecast, Section 3
2/ Square feet of flight kitchen space to annual operations
3/ Square footage requirements based on the existing ratio of flight kitchen square feet, plus 10 percent, to projected annual operations.
4/ Existing square footage increased by 15 percent to account for existing constraints, based on discussions with LSG SkyChefs

Though the previous Master Plan sited one consolidated flight kitchen facility, it may be necessary to
develop two flight kitchens, one on the north side of the field, and one on the south side of the
airfield, to better accommodate the two terminals areas.

4.4.9

Fuel Storage

Jet-A fuel demands for commercial aviation are met by a centralized fuel farm on the northwest
portion of the airfield. The fuel farm is owned by the Airport, leased by Northwest Airlines and
operated by Serve Air/Shell.
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The fuel farm has a total Jet-A storage capacity of 200,000 barrels (bbls) with six above-ground
tanks: four 20,000 bbls tanks and two 60,000 bbls tanks. Since the bottoms of the tanks are unusable,
the actual working capacity is 165,500 bbls.18 Fuel is supplied to the terminals via hydrants
connected to underground pipelines.
The following methodology was used to determine future facility requirements:
¾ Daily fuel demand for Jet-A was supplied by Shell Aviation staff.
¾ Using the PMAD operations forecast, the gallons per PMAD operation ratio was determined.
The current demand is 778 gallons per PMAD operation.
¾ The 2005 demand ratio was inflated by 5 percent per five-year period after year 2010 to take
into account the 14 percent change in fleet mix from small aircraft transferring to large
aircraft starting in year 2015.
Fuel storage requirements are expected to grow from 135,000 barrels currently to 217,100 barrels as
shown in Table 4.4-7. These storage requirements indicate that the Airport’s fuel storage will be at
capacity (with a five-day supply, per Shell staff) by year 2012, and a storage deficit of 51,600 barrels
by year 2025.
Table 4.4-7 Fuel Storage Requirements

Year
Actual
2005
Forecast:
2010
2015
2020
2025

PMAD
Operations1/

Average Day
Demand
(gallons)2/

Average Day
Demand
(bbls)

Gallons Per
Storage
PMAD
Requirements (5Operation day Supply) (bbls)3/

1,457

1,134,000

27,000

778

135,000

30,500

1,668
1,846
2,029
2,231

1,298,224
1,508,601
1,658,154
1,823,234

30,910
35,919
39,480
43,410

778
817
817
817

154,600
179,600
197,400
217,100

10,900
(14,100)
(31,900)
(51,600)

Surplus/
(Deficit)
(bbls)4/

Source: CH2M HILL, 2006
1/ Commercial Aircraft Operations Forecast
2/ Ramsborg, Joel, Airfield Operations Manager, Shell Aviation
3/ Average Day Demand multiplied by 5 days
4/ Calculated based on existing storage capacity: 165,500 usable barrels

Based on this fuel storage analysis, an additional 20,000 bbls tank would meet needs through 2015,
but capacity would be quickly surpassed shortly thereafter. An additional 60,000 barrel tank would
accommodate future needs through 2025, and provide redundancy in the meantime, should a
structural problem develop in another existing tank.
An additional item to note is that staff mentioned that a truck-loading rack with an associated
pipeline back to the fuel farm accessible to the terminal areas is needed. The rack would be used by
tankers which provide fuel to the gates without hydrants, and would reduce the need for tankers to

18

Ramsborg, Joel, Airfield Operations Manager, Shell Aviation, Personal Communication, June 5, 2006.
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cross runways and/or taxiways to access the terminal areas, as well as reduce tanker-vehicle miles
traveled.

4.4.10

Administration Building

The WCAA’s administrative offices currently occupy approximately 97,000 s.f. of space in the
Smith Terminal. In addition, public safety functions currently occupy approximately 25,000 s.f. of
space in Building #358 on Middlebelt Road. Upon the completion of construction of the North
Terminal, the Smith Terminal will be demolished creating a need for the WCAA offices to be
relocated. The WCAA has decided to consolidate all or most of the administrative departments as
well as public safety functions into a single location creating a need for a building with
approximately 150,000 s.f. The facility will provide modern office and meeting spaces designed to
accommodate the various functions of the WCAA. This will improve administrative effectiveness
and efficiency, while simultaneously helping to improve DTW’s overall image as a “world-class”
Airport.

4.4.11

Public Safety Training Facility

In today’s airport security environment it is important that law enforcement officials have an
adequate amount of training and experience to respond to every possible security event at the
Airport. The WCAA has identified a parcel of land at DTW to construct a public safety training
facility to assist Airport Police and other local and state law enforcement officials with training and
development. The proposed facility shall consist of a classroom space, rifle and pistol ranges, an
obstacle course and other training facilities.

4.4.12

Ground Run-Up Enclosures

Aircraft performing 100% take off power ground run-ups generate a considerable amount of engine
noise. Surrounding communities may experience higher levels of noise pollution when run-ups are
performed. To mitigate the effects of noise generated by these engine run-ups, DTW has developed
ground run-up procedures to limit the amount of aircraft noise in noise sensitive areas. The groundrun-up procedures at the Airport identify specific locations on the airfield where run-ups can be
conducted and the position/orientation of the aircraft. To further its noise mitigation program, the
WCAA is considering constructing a ground run-up enclosure to enhance the reduction of noise
levels. A ground run-up enclosure was a recommendation of the Airport’s FAR Part 150 Noise
Study and is included in the Airport’s 5-year Capital Improvement Program.

4.4.13

Employee Security Screening

Over the past few years security screening requirements have become more stringent and
encompassing. The increased security requirements have not yet pertained to employees of the
airport/airlines. Employees currently drive to employee parking lots where they are picked up by an
employee shuttle bus and dropped off at stops within the secured area. Future security directives
and/or rules and regulations may require all employees to be screened prior to allowing them access
to any secured area. In such an event, additional security screening checkpoints may have to be
added. Such additions may include screening employees prior to allowing them access to the
employee shuttle. Additional options include screening the employees in the terminal after the
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employee shuttle drops the passengers off on unsecured side of the terminal area. Whatever action is
taken to implement new security directives and/or rules/regulations is a function of that
directive/rule/regulation. Therefore, they may only be properly designed and implemented upon the
release of the directive/rule/regulation.

4.4.14

Vehicular Security Checkpoints/Guard Posts

The purpose of vehicular security checkpoints/guard posts is to provide a point of entry at which
personal identification can be established and persons and vehicles can be permitted to enter
according to local security program requirements which vehicles require search. Currently, there are
four such areas at DTW located in the following areas:
¾
¾
¾
¾

Off of West Service Road
Between Hangars 516 and 518
Next to Lot 19 on East Service Rd.
Eureka Road

The WCAA desires to reduce the number of vehicular security checkpoints/guard posts to two areas
to service North and South. The current Eureka Road location would remain and the other three
locations would be closed. The second location would be sited North.
The WCAA desires that these vehicular security checkpoints/guard posts be sheltered in order to
keep the operation active during inclement weather. Use of a sheltered checkpoint station is
recommended for gates secured by security personnel. The shelter can be designed to permit
maximum visibility over the immediate area of the gate and to provide easy access for the guard to
carry out the duties of inspecting vehicles and their contents.

4.4.15

Concessions Distribution Center

The purpose of the Concessions Distribution Center is to provide adequate space for storage of goods
by concessionaires as well as adequate space for vendor deliveries. Currently, the concessionaires at
the North Terminal Complex and the McNamara Terminal utilize space in the terminals to store
goods and accept deliveries.
Land has been preserved on the preferred development plan for a
Remote Distribution Center on the northern portion Airport, directly across from the existing airfield
maintenance complex and south of the Norfolk and Western Railroad.
The need for a remote Concessions Distribution Center is a function of security and flexibility. In
the event the terminal buildings are expanded in such a manner that precludes the efficient storage
and delivery of goods, a Remote Distribution Center will fill the need. Additionally, in the event of
more stringent security measures being put in place which requires goods and deliveries to be
screened, a Remote Distribution Center will fill the need by providing an area where goods can be
secured and delivery trucks can be screened and searched prior to entering the terminal area.
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4.4.16

Summary of Support Facility Requirements

A summary of DTW support facilities requirements are listed below:
¾ Additional 319,000 square feet of cargo space
¾ Minimal expansion of the existing facilities is required later in the planning period
¾ The replacement or addition of a second tower is not expected, however the addition of a
fifth parallel runway may require the relocation or addition of a second tower
¾ Two ARFF facilities are programmed in the Airport’s current five-year CIP
¾ 110,000 square feet of additional airfield maintenance and snow removal facilities
¾ Snow Storage:
o 4 Acres for clean snow (174,240 s.f.)
o 4.5 Acres for dirty snow (196,020 s.f.); 2.5 Acres in the McNamara Terminal area
and 2 Acres at the North Terminal Complex area
¾ Current aircraft maintenance facilities should be maintained or replaced in-kind. Space for a
large or regional aircraft maintenance hangar should be reserved in the long-term planning
period to remain consistent with the goals of the Airport
¾ One Flight Kitchen is planned south of the airfield. Space for a second Flight Kitchen should
be reserved north of the airfield
¾ One additional 60,000 barrel fuel tank
¾ 180,000 s.f. Airport Administrative Building
¾ Police Training Facility is programmed within the planning horizon
¾ Ground Run-Up Enclosures should be implemented to remain consistent with the goals of the
Airport
¾ Employee screening facilities space should be reserved in the event of new security directives
and/or new rules and regulations
¾ Two vehicular security checkpoints/guard posts
¾ Concessions Distribution Center
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4.5

Utilities Infrastructure Demand/Capacity Analysis

It is essential to determine if the existing utilities are able to accommodate the current demand by the
Airport facilities. Demand was determined through various methods, including discussions with
Airport personnel and various utility providers. Unless otherwise noted, it is assumed through
planning-level research that the utilities described in this Section have sufficient capacity to support
current demand at the Airport. Based on the review of the existing capacity and future demand, the
following subsections outline facility requirements to assure future demand can be met.

4.5.1

Sanitary Sewer Capacity

There are six main sanitary sewer subsystems, each serving separate areas of the Airport, and they
are identified in Table 4.5-1.
Table 4.5-1 Sanitary Sewer Capacity
Sub System
#1
#1 Outlet
#2
#3
#4
#5
#4/#5 Outlet
#6

Size
24”
42”
15”
21”
15”
10”
24”
12”

Location
McNamara
McNamara
North Terminal
North Terminal
North Terminal
North Terminal
North Terminal
North Terminal

Design Capacity*
4,134,000 Gal/Day
12,504,000 Gal/Day
1,616,000 Gal/Day
3,237,000 Gal/Day
1,616,000 Gal/Day
749,000 Gal/Day
4,134,000 Gal/Day
1,079,000 Gal/Day

Source: C&S Engineers, 2006
*Design Capacity based on “Recommended Standards for Wastewater Facilities” (1990 Edition or later)

DTW personnel did not indicate a capacity deficiency with current demand. There are no
recommendations or information from DTW staff at this time for increasing Sanitary Sewer
Capacity.

4.5.2

Natural Gas

Information was not obtainable to determine if the capacity of the natural gas lines is capable of
meeting existing demand at the Airport.

4.5.3

Water Main

Information was not obtainable from DTW to determine if the capacities of the water main lines are
capable of meeting existing demand at the Airport.

4.5.4

Telecommunications

DTW personnel did not indicate a capacity deficiency for the telephone service and distribution
system. The current telephone services are provided through a single path into the Airport. DTW
personnel did not indicate a capacity deficiency for internet services. The internet services are
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redundant via (3) three separate and independent service providers. However, these services may be
at risk being that they are bottle-necked into one single path into the Airport.
To meet future demand, the Airport should investigate the feasibility of an additional redundant route
for telecommunications services into the Airport. Also, telecommunications services have a radial
site distribution. The Airport should investigate alternate methods of telecommunications site
distribution (i.e. fiber token ring, multiple media types [fiber, copper, wireless, etc.]).

4.5.5

Electrical Systems

The Power House Service (40kV to 4.8kV) has a combined peak demand of 12,544kW. The peak
demand was determined using utility billing information for the 12-month period of October 2004
through September 2005. The Airport’s utility contract capacity for this service is 21,427kW. The
current utility system has the capacity to deliver the current usage requirements of the Airport. Due
to the age of the Airport’s power distribution system for this service, the 4.8kV site distribution
cables as well as the point-of-use unit substations will require replacements and upgrades to meet
existing and future demands at the Airport. A substation rehabilitation program along the 4.8kV loop
system should be implemented, as well as a remote monitoring and switching system.
The Midfield System Service (120kV to 13.8kV) appears to have the capacity to deliver the current
usage requirements of the Airport as well as future growth demands. The Airport’s power
distribution system for this service is relatively new, having been installed within the past 10 years
and appearing to have the capacity and reliability to support future growth demands.

4.5.6

Deicing Facilities/Stormwater

The Stormwater Storage Ponds have a combined capacity to accommodate 456 million gallons of
runoff. Stormwater Pond #3 West provides 69 million gallons of capacity and is capable of handling
an additional 1.5 acres of impervious land. Stormwater Pond 4 and #3 East which were combined for
the purpose of the Storm Water Plan, have a combined ability to handle 190 million gallons of
stormwater. Together these ponds are also capable of handling an additional 400 acres of impervious
land. The Final pond, Stormwater Pond #6 is capable of accommodating 197 million gallons and has
the capacity to handle an additional 61 acres of impervious land. Therefore when combined the
current Stormwater Ponds have the capacity to handle an additional 462.5 acres of impervious land.
In the event that more land is purchased and the airfield grows, it could be assumed that all of the
land would not be impervious, and therefore increase the amount of additional acres that the ponds
would be capable of accommodating. If the additional land is utilized in a similar fashion to the
property which drains into Stormwater Pond #6 than the additional land should have a similar runoff
coefficient of .53. When this coefficient is utilized in determining the additional amount of acres
which would be capable of being handled by the current Stormwater Ponds it yields the ability to
provide an additional 829 acres of mixed turf/impervious land.
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4.5.7

Summary of Utilities/Infrastructure Requirements

A summary of DTW utilities/infrastructure requirements is listed below:
¾ Additional redundant route for telecommunications services into the Airport
¾ Alternate methods of telecommunications site distribution (i.e. fiber token ring, multiple
media types [fiber, copper, wireless, etc.])
¾ Replacements and upgrades of electrical 4.8kV site distribution cables as well as the pointof-use unit substations
¾ Implementation of Substation Rehab Program
¾ Additional Stormwater Retention capacity (expansion of Pond #6, expansion of Pond 3W, or
a new stormwater retention pond).
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4.6

Summary of Facility Requirements

DTW is currently at 90 to 100 percent of airfield capacity, and by 2025 the Airport is projected to
operate at approximately 140 to 158 percent capacity. Therefore, additional airfield capacity will be
needed in the near term in order to avoid excessive levels of delay and congestion. Below is a
summary of the additional facility requirements that were analyzed and described in this Section.
A summary of DTW airfield facilities requirements is listed below:
¾ Additional runway capacity will be necessary. There will likely be a need for three independent
arrival runways and two independent departure runways within the planning period. As a result,
a widely spaced fifth parallel runway will be required. The exact timing of the need for a fifth
parallel runway will depend on the severity of the delays as aircraft operations increase over
time. Additional study, including detailed simulation will likely be necessary to develop the
justification and need for the new runway in support of environmental and financial approval.
For planning purposes, the new runway is anticipated to be needed toward the end of the
planning period, around 2020.
¾ Any new runway will require a parallel taxiway as well as a supporting taxiway system that
provides two separate routes to both runway ends and perimeter taxiways to avoid runway
crossings to the extent feasible.
¾ In order to serve all aircraft operating and projected to operate at DTW, the arrival runway
length for all existing and future runways should be at least 8,000 feet. In order to serve all
long-haul domestic and international markets without restricting payload, departure runways
should be at least 10,000 feet. Ideally, departure runways should be at least 11,800 feet, but a
nominal departure length of approximately 10,000 feet is sufficient for most of the aircraft fleet
operating at the Airport. Additional departure runway length is expected to be necessary for
Runway 3L-21R within the planning horizon. This additional departure length on Runway 3L21R will accommodate new long-haul destinations and provide adequate departure capability
when Runway 4L-22R is being used as a third arrival runway.
¾ Six additional remote aircraft deicing positions are needed in the short-term (one additional
deicing pad), and thirteen additional remote aircraft deicing positions are needed in the longterm (two additional deicing pads).
¾ NAVAID enhancements are warranted to provide adequate flexibility and redundancy during
snow removal operations and routine and emergency maintenance. To preserve the airfield’s
capability under all conditions, Runway 3L-21R should be equipped with ILS Cat I capability
on both runway ends and Runways 22R and 21L should be upgraded to Category III ILS.
A summary of DTW terminal facilities requirements is listed below:
A summary of DTW terminal facilities requirements are listed below.
¾ McNamara Terminal:
o Thirty additional NBEG Gates required
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¾ North Terminal
o Ten additional NBEG Gates required
A summary of DTW surface transportation facilities requirements is listed below:
A summary of DTW surface transportation facilities requirements is listed below:
¾ Provide additional curbfront or reduce the demand for curbfront requirements through
demand management techniques
¾ 13,000 additional on-airport public parking spaces
¾ 84 acres of land for a consolidated rental car facility
¾ An Airport Transit System connecting the terminal areas with the remote elements of the
surface transportation system.
A summary of DTW support facilities requirements is listed below:
¾ Additional 319,000 square feet of cargo space
¾ Minimal expansion of the existing facilities is required later in the planning period
¾ The replacement or addition of a second tower is not expected, however the addition of a
fifth parallel runway may require the relocation or addition of a second tower
¾ Two ARFF facilities are programmed in the Airport’s current five-year CIP
¾ 110,000 square feet of additional airfield maintenance and snow removal facilities
¾ Snow Storage:
o 4 Acres for clean snow (174,240 s.f.)
o 4.5 Acres for dirty snow (196,020 s.f.); 2.5 Acres in the McNamara Terminal area
and 2 Acres at the North Terminal Complex area
¾ Current aircraft maintenance facilities should be maintained or replaced in-kind. Space for a
large or regional aircraft maintenance hangar should be reserved in the long-term planning
period to remain consistent with the goals of the Airport
¾ One Flight Kitchen is planned south of the airfield. Space for a second Flight Kitchen should
be reserved north of the airfield
¾ One additional 60,000 barrel fuel tank
¾ 180,000 s.f. Airport Administrative Building
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¾ Police Training Facility is programmed within the planning horizon
¾ Ground Run-Up Enclosures should be implemented to remain consistent with the goals of the
Airport
¾ Employee screening facilities space should be reserved in the event of new security directives
and/or new rules and regulations
¾ Two vehicular security checkpoints/guard posts
¾ Concessions Distribution Center
A summary of DTW utilities/infrastructure requirements is listed below:
¾ Additional redundant route for telecommunications services into the Airport
¾ Alternate methods of telecommunications site distribution (i.e. fiber token ring, multiple
media types [fiber, copper, wireless, etc.])
¾ Replacements and upgrades of electrical 4.8kV site distribution cables as well as the pointof-use unit substations
¾ Implementation of substation rehab program
¾ Additional stormwater retention capacity (expansion of Pond #6, expansion of Pond 3W, or a
new stormwater retention pond).
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